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CHANC

BUDGET SPEECH: FOURTH DRAFT

Attached is a fourth draft of the Budget speech. You saw and commented on the third
draft over the weekend. ft seemed worthwhile to try to take in your detailed drafting
amendments at this stage. The third draft was not therefore circulated today
(Monday), but I am attaching Mr Kemp's and. my covering minutes so that copy
addressees can follow through the main changes.

z' The attached draft takes in most of your amend.ments. However you also asked
for fairly substantial work on some of the blocks (c, F, H, and u with v). This is being
com m issioned separately.

3' I shalt as usual be asking for comments from contributors to the blocks. One of
the main aims will be to remove as many square brackets as possible, though progress
in that will depend in many cases on progress on the substance this week. The deadline
for comments will be lunchtime on Thursday with the aim of sending a further draft to
you for the weekend.
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COVERTNG BUÐGET CONT'IDT]:MTÄT

FROM:
tA[t:

C Ð AARRTSCN
3 I{ARCH 1gB3

BUDGEI ffi)EECH: 4TH |TìA.I'I

Yon aslced fr:r the Economic Secretaryts comments on sectir:rns C11,
D7 and D11.

2. ï attach draft contribu.tinns on the fírst tl,rr:; the Econr:mi-e
Secre'bary will be l,:oking at D1j r)ver the weekend (althoughr &s
he minuted on 2 March, he thr:ught that this sectir:n should deal
wíth the 'rlocqmr:tive theory).

5. As he also said in that minute, he thinks that the section
on restoration of the abatemen-b belongs in section K rather than
section I. i{e has drafted accordj-l:gly.

PRINCïPAI PRLV¿\TE ËACRXTA.RT cc PS,/Chief Secretary
PSÆinancial Secrêtanr
PS/ki.níster of State IC)PSfii.nister of State (n)
Ptr Kemp
Itr llonger
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As Irve rnj-:ruted beforel it domtt belong here.

It belonge in K.

I suggest something like
K1. et seqq.

.....This is over a'quarter of all public erpend.iture.

It goes to all of those who have a 'lrhø¡nmmkgtry thoroughl¡

legitinate claim upon the rest of us as taxpayerss the oId, the

yomgr the si-ck, the unemployed.. 3ut we in Parlianent should.

pause more often to reflect that the bills to ureet such huge

expenditures can no longer be directed. to a small mínority of
the wealthy and to then alone. They have to be met, thoough tax
and- insurance, bp every man and.. vlomau. at work, and- ind.ded. by many

of the eld-erly themselves. Thatr at,any rate, is the consid.eration

which I must keep in the very forefront o_f ny nind as I come to
set the rates appropriate for the year ahead.

, last yearr âs the House wi-II recall, because the pace

of inflation sl-ackened. faster than we or anyone else had. pred.icted.,

recipients of benefit got a bonus on accouat; and in my Auturnn

Statenent I mad.e it clear that this would- logically be a].l-owed.

for Ín the up-rating which it falls to me to announce this after-
noonr just ad in previous years werve compensated. for an rrnd.er-
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shoot. In the end. I have d.ecid.ed. that it would. be right, never-

thelessr to consolidate a quarter of the windfall, and to limit
the correction for the majoríty of benefits ùo 2 percent.

And. to put this on a more certain basis for the future, a Bill
giving Government pernanent powers to comect for overshoot and.

shortfall will be introduced forthwith.

/4 as dtarte{/

At the s.ame time I have concluded that it would be approp-

riate to take this opportunity to restore the ! percent abaternent

of unemployment benefit which was introd.uced- in anticipation of

faxation. f know this has been a natter of concern to hon ns on

both sides of the House, and it rvd have been the easiest thixg
in the world to have r.esponded to these pressures earlier. Butr

as f said. a moment ago, it is our constituents at work who have

to pay the reckoning: and. it is my d.uty that we d.o not impose

upon the tax-creating sector more than :-t ueffit="rri.r", and.

pItDsper.
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He thinks that this requires a short
as in previous years, describing the
theme of the Budget.

FROM:

DATE:

JOHN GTEVE

I March L9B3

Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sir Douglas Idass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson,
Mr Burns
Mr Littler
Mr Middleton
Mr Bailey
Mr Kemp
Mr Norgrove
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Mr Moore
Mr Ridley
Mr French
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BUDGET SPEECH: FOURTH DRAFT

The Chief Secretary has the following main comments on the draft

circulated by Mr Norgrove on 28 February.
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.tBlock A

Block

passage,
particular

c\.¡
t{

He would delete the last sentence in para. I
which makes the UK achievement look less striking.

Paragraph / needs to be expanded to say what
difference the special employment and training
measures make to jobs and to deal more fu1ly
with the 5% abatement in unemployment benefit.

Raragraph 11 : Delete the last two sentêrtcês.

Para. ):
t*

Block D

(

Block F

Block G

Block J

He does
in para.

Delete fi-rst two senterlces.

not like either of the alternative passages
7.

The last sentence in para.) needs expanding to say
more about what we Ïrave done to stop underspending
in L9B3-84.

He thinks that the measures detailed in paras. 4-9
should be presented more overtly as a construction

I

rW1

D-^,
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package;
amendment/deletion.

He does not favour
sentence in para.2i
the Iatest version

paras.!&Bneed

the square bracketed
comment separateJ- yon

s 1ock.

to the inclusion of

including
he wi]-]-

Block K

Block L

N (Ú-4

Block M

Block N_"1w¿t.
Block lf

[rõatlt¡¿

t-.
Para. 4 should say how much extra disabled and
chronically sick people will be able to earn
before th-eirbenefit is reduced and should
specify the changes in the supplementary benefit
capital dis4egards.

Para. 3 should make it clear where revalorisation
is not being applied in full.

Para. 4 - He d.oes not think this is the clearest
presentation for listeners.

a few more minor draftin endments which are
attached sh ee t.

He is definitely opposed
paras. 3-5.

2

N tlv ULh/+4t : I/v

- î¿f Clt's

^/ 
dv

2. He also
recorded orr

has

the

('l+.^n'
Àav

Jt/

JOHN GIEVE
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Block A

Block C Para. 9 - Repl-ace frhealthytt by ttwell-basedff '

para. 4, f inal line - Replace trhas already beenrr by

Itis alreadyll .

Block F Para. 1o penultimate sentence - To read ttThis achieve-

ment has been brought about because of the consistency

of the policies we have pursued in the past four years.rr

Para. 2

sentence;
Insert
delet e

rfButil at
tt steadyll

the beginning of the second

in the final sentence.

Block D

Block H

Block M

Block P

Para. 3,
maintain
they did

last sentence - To read trOur policies will

the downward pressure on inflation just as

after the exchange rate fall in 1981' tt

Block G Para. 2

Para.
by tt,

4,, last sentence
still verYrr.

Replace tf intendedtt by rrenvisagedrr'

Replace ttbut theY are stillrr

Para. 6, final sentence - To read ttlf that seemed

likely to compromise the success of our economic

strategy I would be ready to take appropriate corrective

act ionll

para. 3 - Inseft rtpart offf loefore trttre so-called
I invalidity traP I 11"

Para. 4, penultimate sentence - Spell out what the

figuresw.erewhentheGovernmenttookofficeandwhat
they now are ie. now I per cent, 2$ per cent below

the leve1 of 3t p"r.cent w?ren the Government took office'
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cc. Sir Douglas Irrlass
Sir Anthony Rawlínson
Mr Monger
Mr Kemp
Míss Seammen
Mr Norgrove

BUDGET SPEECH BLOCK J: SOCIAL SBCURITY

The Chief Secreta.ry ha.s seen lvTr Kemprs first shot at a revised
passage on Socíal- Security (circulated on 25 February). He

would not favour settíng a floor of 4 per cent for the uprating.
On the draft itself, he thinks t'hat paragraph 6 needs to spelI
out much more clearly what our best guess is for the uprating,
and what that will mean for public expenditure compared with
sticking to the old forecast approach. He woul-d also delete the
first sentence of para 4 whích he thinks is both inaccurate and

defensive.

Vla^, ¡na r*':' l/t.'4¿"
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BIJDGEI SPEECH: tr'OURIH DRAFî FINANCIAL SECRETARY'S CoMMENTS

I will be sending you the Financial Secretaryrs redrafts of
Blocks R and I separately.

2. In Block D, paragraph V,, second sentence night begin, 
n ,

ftflhe inevitable corollary of that is . .. " . X-
The e>qpansion,of pa^ragraph 1V of Block D night include sonetbing
on tbe lines of:
' "llhis is the only way to create real and sustainable

jobs and I intend to announce measures to reinforce
past efforts in this direction."

t. fn Block tr,, paragraphs 4-8 rnay be too 1ong. Tbey may nake

people e gv nc ey are w t ng for the later goodies.

1

cl.(*r
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FROM: M E DONNELLY
DATE: I March t9B3

M E DONNELLY

@-
\-4 'rtMR KEMP cc PPS ?

Mr Norgrove

BUDGET SPEECH: BLOCK R

I attach the Financial Secretaryrs redraft of Btock R.

Uþ
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BLOCK R: ENÎERPRTSE AND BUSINESS

t. A major source

wealth wi]-l come

from which new jobs and new'

is small and medium sized

businesses. I want to announce a series of

measures which fo=ier their growth, greatly

extending the measures f have taken previously.

2. The results are

not put this

some evidence

section

already evident. If would

in unless we can StE
of numbers of fl:rms or jobsl.

taxBritá¡ln now offers a

environment for risk

nology than Germany.

ago.

möre attractive

investment and high tech-

This was not so five years

3. ï want to help people to íncrease their

ownersl-ip of the companies in which they work.

ft is bottr a good incentive, and a good way for

people to build up a capital stake. I increased

the limit under the Employee Share Ownership

Scheme J-ast year to €725o-. This boost tras now

brought us to the position where 25OrOOO employees

have become shareholders. I want to make this

Scheme more flexible, wtrile stiJ-I open to al.l

employees. f therefore propose that companies

.,i

!
I

i

.l

I

.i

I

.i

.j
1

:

.!,]

I
!

I
I
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may either give shares to employees to the value

of €725Or or to the value of 10 per cent of

their sal.ary, Éubject to a maximum of ÐlOOOpa.

This néw freedom wilJ. provide much needed

encouragement to managers upon whom so much

depends.

4. SAYE linked share option schemes now cover

a further IOOrOOO shareholders. îhe monthly

limit on contributions with tax relief is g5O.

In order to develop this scheme I propose

increasing it to €'75.

5. Stiare options for senior managers also pro-

vide an important íncentive. They receive no

tax re1ief, ottrer than the one I provided last

year to spread the Income Tax burden over ttrree

years. Since by their nature they cannot be

available to al-l employees, I consider it right

to J-imit relief to spreading; but Ï propose

this year that spreading should be allowed over

J years. The total cost of ttrese measures will

be f,2O mil]-ion in 7983-8,4 and some â4O million

in a fuJ-l year.

6. I also want to ease the difficulties when

the employees of a company as a whole seek to

buy their own business. The transformation

o
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that fol-lowed the employee buy out of the National

Freight Company show5how valuable such buy outs

can be. To ass'ist in this, and future situationst

I propose to extend the rel-ief for interest on

loans to buy shares in a company to purchasers

of strares by employees in a buy out which sets

up an employee controll-ed company. The House

might J.ike to know'that under our privatisation

programme ix thousand employees have now acquired

shares ín their ow:n comPanies.

7. CapitaJ- taxes can suffocate enterprise.

Last year we took the major step of indexing

capital. gains. ft is clearly appropriate to

provide a period of stability to let the new

structure settle. in. hre have already announced

that administrative measures will be introduced

to help large institutional investors. f now

propose ttratr âs the legíslation providesr the

annual exempt amounts for individuals and for

trustees should be increased in line with

inflation to t l. The small gifts exemption

r¿hictr is now of litt1e practical significance

is to be withdrawn. I also propose to increase

to S2OTOOO the limit on t}.e relief for small. part

disposal-s of J.and ând for residential letting

[anA to abolish the î,25OrOOO límit on payment

by instalments and to lengthen ttre repayment
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períod to ten years].

B. f propose to double the present retirement

from g5OrOOO to €1OO'OOO. This wil-l further

encour.age entrepreneurs to keep money ín theÍr

business where it can work to best effect.

9. the cost of all these CGT measures wiJ-l be

under â14 miJ.lion in a fuJ-1 year. There wi1-J- be

no cost ín 1983-84.

10. On capita1 transfer tax, ï remain unhappy

that, except at the bottom of the scale, the

tax j-s sti].]- ro.. onerous in real terms than

when it was introduced by the Rt Hoú Member for

Leeds East. Unfórtunately f cannot afford this

year to restore the position.

t7. ï propose only to round up the rate bands

as a consequence of the indexation requirement

f brought in l-ast year

12. the onJ-y re1iefs ï have to propose are

designed to heJ-p unquoted companies and to

provide an incentive to landowners to make more

farms available for letting. Both of these are

wea1.ttr creating activities where paying the tax

can damage the continuity of the enterprise. T
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propose to íncrease the relief for

shareholders in unquoted companies

agricultural- taü¿ from 2o per cent

and also to extend the period for

by instalments from B to 10 years.

minority

and for let

to JO per centt

payment of tax

to Ê1;ooo

of invest-

[Channel Islands and Is1e of Man?].

73. the

transfer

cost of thèse changes in capital

tax wil1 be €,4o mittion in f9B3-84 and

€9O mil].ion in a fu].I year.

74. I trave a number of ottrer measures to help

small firms.

t5. I propose to increase the VAT registration

threstrold with effect from midnight tonight from

glTrOOo to €lBrOOO in J.ine with infJ-ation.

76.

the

ment

I propose to increase from g2OO

de minimis limit for assessment

clo se

income apportíoned to the members of a

company

the smal1 workshop schème tras produced a17.

three fo]-d

industrial

ímprovement

version of

increase in the number of small

units being built. f propose an

to allow the relief where the con-

an individual- building results in
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workshops which average t25O sq ftr rather than

that being the limit.

18. Fourth, innovatíon and technolo.ev. I pro-

pose to increase from 10 per cent to 2J pet

cent the permissible office space in buildings

which qual.ify for the industrial buildings

al-lowance as a heJ.p in particular to technology

based industries.

79. The cost of these measures wi]-]. be €,6

million in 7983-84 and â11 mil].ion in 7984-85-

2C . ft is vital to give aII help possible to
whictr

our businessesr/ are in the forefront of

technology and where we can take the l-ead

position in the world. f propose two tax reliefs

of particular concern to two specific industries.

to extend the 1OO per cent first27. I propose

year allowance

until June I9B4

for rented teletext receivers

and for British fi]-ms until

these two measures willMarch 1987. The cost

be Sloo mi].]-ion in the

of

period up to 1988.

22. I also propose some publ-ic expenditure

measures which will assist industry and enter-

prise to the tune of fl2OO mil.I-ion over the next

three years.
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23. The llest Midlands hawe been particularly

t¡ard-hit by the current recession. The smal-J.

engineering fit'ms that are even more important

in that region ttran in other parts of the economy

need help to modernise and re-build their

strength. f propose, therefore, to make avail-

able an extra €1OO million over the next three

years to enable tlly AHf the Secretary of State

for Industry to give a new lease of life to the

SmaJ-J. Engineering Firms Investment Scheme. The

schème is open to qual-ifying firms in any area,

but, as one would expect, a high proportion of

the first a]-]-ocation went to firms in the l{est

Midlands. The new", and much J-arger, allocation

wiJ-l- I trope be of substantial further help to

the region, as weJ-J. as to the smal.l. engineering

firms general-J-y.

24. A new range of

enabJ-e firms to buy

productiwity.

grants wil-l be provided to

computer systems to improve

25. At the moment grants are avail-abJ.e for

research and development but .ro* for bringing

new products into production. A new grant will

be introduced to support the initial investment

required for this.
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26. ?Ìrere r^.ill also be an increase in exaeirdi-

ture on DOfrs manufacturing and design advisory

services, Thesç provide small- firms with a free

iltroduçtion to priwate sector consultancy

services, and have proved highly successful.

27. ff my .Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of

State for Industry i s J-ucky enough to catch

your eyer Mr Speakerr at a later stage in this

debate, he will describe these measures in more

detåiI-

-. ., : :a'." '

iJ.

'*'r. - :.t1

a
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.þ8. Next I propose major improvements in the

amangements for financing industrial companies.

My first proposal is designed to reactivate the

corporate bond market, to the benefit of all

companies as wel-l as monetary policy. f realise

that the best help would be even lower long term

interest rates. But T hope to anticipate and

to some extent pre--empt that by making avaitable

a new range of instruments, wittr sensible tax

treatment.

29. A consultative document on deep discount

stock was issued on 12 January. It set out a

range of options, including an accruals basis

of taxation as in the United States. Ï am

gratefuJ. to ttrose who responded.

30.

provide for and

sorts of bonds

As a result f intend to
le gi slate

where necessary/for four new

in addition to conventional stock.

Indexed bonds with either the capital or the interest indexed.

31. Deep discount bonds with the discount

treated eittrer as a capital gain to the lendert

or as interest. In the latter case, tl" dis-

count wi1-1- be treated as interest paid on a

compound basis by the borrowert but treated as

rolIed up and taxable on sa1-e or redemption in
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the trands of ttre lender.

32. Full detaíts are given today in an Inland

Revenue press release.

33. I also propose certain reliefs to enable

companies to issue Eurobonds in this country and

to ensure that full tax re].ief is available for

discounts paid on acceptance credits' The cost

of this is estimated to be [ ].

34. The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another

important innovation whictr has been a great

success. Already I rOOO] firms have benefited

and. it is close to its 9JOO million ceiling'

This cei1-ing wil-l be raised to î,J4O million to

enable the scheme to run its fu1l three year

course to May 7984. My tron Friend the

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for

rndustry will be making a fuIler statement about

the scheme Ilater todaY] -

35. Lastly' th e Business Start-UP Sctreme. This

sctreme, announced in my 79B1- Budget Statementt

it noi bettered an¡rwhere in the world. Although

I myse1f intend to better it. It offers uniquely

generous tax incentives to outside investors in

rrew companies. l{hen I introduced ttre sc}reme I

thought it right to give priority to investment

in business start-ups, wtrere there is often the

rô
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greatest difficultY

finance -

in raising outside equitY

36. I now propose wtrat virtually amounts to a

new scheme. It wil]- run until,APril 7987 ' The

coverage wilJ. be greatly widened' From 6 April

next ttre scheme wi1-I- apply' not juÈt to new

companies but to ait qualifying established

unquoted trading companies as well' I propose

also to double the al-lowable maximum investment

by any individual in any year from gzotOOO to

g4OrOOO- A number of ottrer changes wil-l be made

to improve the scheme' In particular the 50

per cent limit on qualifying shares will be

dropped. The cost of these c?ranges is difficul-t

to estimate but could rise eventualLy to Ð75

miJ.J-ion in a fu1J. Year'

37. Ttrese proposals will transform the position

of unquoted trading companies seeking outside

equity. It is a furttrer move towards removing

ttre bias in the tax system against ttre personal

st¡aretrold:., and wiJ.l encourage wider share

ownership. By concentrating trelp on those

companies wtrich do not trave ready access to the

capita1 markets the scheme will assist many more

smalI and medium companies to realise ttreir

undoubted potential for growth' l{hen coupled

with last yearrs arrangements for companies to

purchase their own shares I believe we now have

:r

',]

,l

..

,1

it I

:i

i

1

I
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uniquely

unquoted

be known

favourable arrangements for financing

companies. The extended scheme will

as the Busirless Expansion Scheme.

38. [Enterprise' allowancçs. ]

1'
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FROM: ROBIN HARRIS
DATE: J March 7983

ec Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (n)
Mr KemP Mr RobsonMr Norgrove -;
Mr Ridley

f attach a re-worked section IJ/Y and a section I{.

,L'ik
ROBÏN I{ARRTS ,(r*,
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BLOCK U,/V PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES/POVERTY AND
IINEMPLOYI\4ENT TRAPS

7. The measures

largely to help

I estimate that

help in a full

I have announced'so lar

businesses in the first

relief

go

instance.

andthey will provide

year amountíng to t t.

2. Any Chancel.lor, whether he is proposing

increases in tax orr âs now, tax reductions,

faces a difficult choice between tlre claims of

different groups. But the dílemma ís less

acute than it is sometimes represented. Any

reduction in the level of taxes helps to ease

a burden on the economy.

l. Reductions in personal taxation themsel-ves

benefit businesses and employment. Indeed,

it is those who work:'in business wl-o mainly

determine business success. For years in

Britain the tax system and tax burden have

discouraged individual effort, commitment and

enterprise. Trlhatever help we give to industry

through direct tax reductions on firms can all

too easiJ-y be swallowed up in higher wage costs

or poor J-abour relations. By strengtheníng

íncentives through lower personal taxes,
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Government can help íncrease the commitment

to business srlccess at every level. ,And by

leaving employees with a greater share of

what they earn., we can encourage further

moderation in pay demands and settlements.

Like lower ínfJ-atíon, personal tax cuts

stimulate demand for industryrs products. And,

again like lower inflatíon, and unlike poli-

cies for higher Government spendíng and borrowíng,

they improve the prospect of meeting that

demand successfully. In these ways, tax cuts

for people themselves provide a vital stimulus

for lasting growth and jobs.

4. Âny reduction in tax will to some extent

help some overseas supplÍers, who have

captured already a large strare of some parts

of our domestic market. But many of the fj.gures

quoted are greatly exaggerated, and we should

not forget that.companies, not just people,

buy from overseas. There is no reason to think

that reductions going to persons are more

like1-y to increase imports thaú those going to

companies.

5.

thi s

In judging the right

Budget, f have taken

balance to stríke in

into account the

the Autumn whichmeasures which I announced in

2
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wiJ-l directly help to reduce the growth in

industryrs costs. I ?rave also taken into

account recent movements ín the exchange rate.

As f said ín my Budget speech two years ago,

exchange rate changes have the effect of

altering the distribution of incomes between

companies and persons. A higher exctrange rate

boosts personal spending porrer, but it squeezes

the pfofits of companies exposed to international

competition. That was the case in both lg9l

and in 7982. Consequently, in my 79BI Budget,

pez:sonal income tax thresholds remained

unchanged in order in part to be able to offer

some help to companies. The same conditions

led me to direct [some two thirds] of the tax

reductions in my 79BZ Budget, over and above

indexatíon, towards industry, to help cash fløw

and rebuild profits.

6. This year, with a 1-ower exchange rate, the

same reasoning points me in the opposite

direction, that is towards a preference for
personal tax reductions. However, because of

our success in controJ-J.ing public spending, the

choíce is less stark now', And I am abte to

combine the significant measures of dírect tax
relief to industry and enterprise whích f have

just announced with a substantial measure of

3
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tax relief to people.

7. There are, moreover, compelling reasons

to move ín that direction because of the

unfairnesses and absur:di ties which the rela-

tíonship between our tax a.nd social security

systems have generated over the years. Those

who claim to have found a quick, cheap way to

right the anomalies deceive themselves. The

so-called unemployment and poverty traps have

groÌrn up because Governments for ]O years or

so have increased benefits in line with earn-

ings but raised personal tax thresholds only ín

line with prices. In 795o- a marríed man with

two ctrildrenrs income tax threshold was set

at average earníngs. It is now hardly more

than a third of average earnings. And he finds

himsel.f paying tax at a marginal rate of 39

per cent on t I a week. At the same time,

to limit the rising burden of the socíal

security budget, means-testing was applíed to

some t4ol benefíts. The result is that in the

unemployment trap people are litt1e or no

better off in work than on social security.

And in the poverty trap those in work find

their increase in earnings results in very

J-ittJ.e or no increase in spending por4ier. The

effects of this are seen in various damaging

4
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ways: above allt

movement into the

in weakened incentives and

black economy.

B. Iühat has occurred over l(} years cannot be

put right in one budget or one Parlíament'

These problems trave not arisenr moreovert

because Government spends too little t but

because it is has spent and taxed too muc?r'

Pressures to increase publíc spending and sor

unless upward pressure on interest rates through

higher borrowing is accepted¡ higher taxation'

can onJ.y lead in precisely the wrong direction'

The substantial increase which I have proposed

inChildBenefitwillimproveworkincentives

for the Iow paid. But it is onl.y by limiting

publíc spending and so raising personal tax

thresholds that the roots of the problem can

be tackled. ThÍs is what I now propose'

5
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BLOCK hr: PDRSONAL TAX

I. In my first budget, I reduced the basÍc

rate of. income tax fnom 33 per c'ent to 30

per cent and cut the top rates' That was one

of the first, and by no means the least radical'

change of the many that found a place in the

first of my four budgets' This year I do not

propose any further reduction in rates'

Thresholds and allowances, for the reasons I

?rave iust gíven, must take top priority'

2. Two years ago in order to curb infl-ation

and allow lower interest rates, I decíded

that íncome tax allowances coul-d not be raised

at all. That was a difficult but rìecessary

decision in the circumstances' And it was the

fírmness of that tgBI Budget wtrich has since

allowed me to propose substantial- tax reduc-
also allowed

tions in two subsequent budgets as well'It/the

lower inflation and interest rates which today

offer the best prospect of l-asting economy

recovery.

3. It is right that the benefit of that

restnaint strould now be enjoyed in particular

by those who krave to make sacrifices then'
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But, of course, increases must stíII be hel-d

to wtrat can be affordedr so as not to jeopardise

the progress on other fronts which we have

made.

4. Last year f increased tax thresholds and

bands by 14 per cent. That was 2 per cent more

than the amount necessary to compensate for

ínflation. This year f also propose an

increase of 14 per cent. Butr because ínflation

tras been brought dramatically downr that now

represents Bf per cent, not 2 per cent, more

than is necessary to compensate for inflation

in the past year.

5. I propose that income tax thresholds be

increased for the singte person from Ðt1565 to

t ] and, for the married person from î,21455

to t ]. The additional personal allowance

paid to single parents will be increased in

consequerice from âBBO to t ]. Corresponding

increases will- be made in the age allowance,

the higher rate threstrolds and bands and the

threshold for the investment incomes surcharge.

6. The effect wíl-l be

under PAYE as from the

For/ftarried man on the

to these changes

pay day after t l

rate they will be

gr-ven

first

basic

2
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lrrorth g2 a week. They will cost [92 biJ.l-íon]

in 1983-84 and lg'2} billionl ín a fulI year'

Some i I people wi].l be taken out of the tax

net.

7. ['or the vast majority of peopl-e the

tax reductíons wiLl more than offset the

increases that take effect from April'

sure that they wíII- be widel-y wel-comed'

income

NÏC

Iam

I
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BT'DGET SPEECII: FOT'RTH DRÄFT

BLOCK A: OPENING

1. IOpening remarks: 5th Budget etc.]

Z, I begin, as I began last year, by making it clear that

I shall this afternoon be proposing further significant cuts

in the taxes paid both by businesses and by individuals.

These proposals will be entirely consistent with our

Medium Term Strategy for firm control of the money

supply, t:t lower public borrowing and for further

progress on inflation. They are designed to sustain and to

enco¡¡rage recovery. They will develop and build on the

steady themes which have been the foundation of this

Government's approach to the economy since we took

office in 1979.
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BLOCK B: LOOK BACK TO 19?9

1. By that time, already it was clear that the long-

term decline of Britain's relative position in the world
.j'

economy called for a fresh start, for a new strategy. And

it soon became apparent that the fresh start would have

to be made in an international setting that was profoundly

disturbed and unhelpful.

Z. In my first Budget I stressed four principles that

were fundamental if we were to check and then reverse

the long decline: better incentíves, greater freedom of

choice, a smaller and more efficient pubtic sector and

commonsense and responsibility in collective bargaining.

At the same time, I emphasised that these principles

would not by themselves be enough unless they were

accompanied by sustained success in squeezing inflation

out of our economic system. h i980 I published for the

first time a Medium Term Financial Strategy which

lcharted our course towards that objective] [established

the framework within which to achieve that objectÍve].

3. These basic principles offered a radical new

beginning. But they called also for fundamental and far-

reaching changes in attitudes and behaviourr in

government as well as in industry and commerce. As we





-i

ernbarked on what was essentially a long-term programme

of economic reconstruction, many people may have

doubted, in 19?9r our resolve to carry it through. [Such

doubts cannot exist today.] [today there can be no doubt

about our resolution.]

4. This Budget is part of a continuing process. It is

shaped by our coherent strategy for a period of years

ahead.

L
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BLOCK C: WORLD ECONOMY

1. In the world economy as a whole, there are signs

now that the worst of the'problems we have faced in the

three years since the second oil price shock are beginning

to abate/recede.

Z. Last year we saw activity in the major industrial

economies fall by one half per cent" World trade in

manufactures was well below most forecasts.

Unemployment in industrial countries has risen to more

than 30 million.

3" At thè same time the financia! difficulties of

developing countries have contirr.r.¿ to grow. They .haye

struggled to cope with high oil import costs. The ma¡kets

for their products have been weak. Interest rates havà

been highr and many developing countries have seen a

sharp rise in their short-term debt. They have had to cut

their imports, which has contributed to the sharp fall in

world trad.e.

4, But although world markets for UK manufactures

last year shrank by about [3 ] per cent, it is some

encouragement that British manufacturers achieved a

small increase in their share of those markets.





5. Looking ahead, 1983 should see recovery. in the

major economies gathering pace as the year goes on' This

should be accompanied by a recovery of world trade'

6. OiI prices are now falting' For this country as an oil

producer this is not an unmíxed blessing' But for the

world as a whole - and so for the united Kingdom - lower

oil prices should help both to reduce inflation and to

encourage increased activitY'

7. More important still, there are clear signs that the

world is breaking the inflationary habits of tbe 19?0s' In

the past year the rate of increase in prices has fallen in

many countries more steeply than expected' Inflation in

industrial countries now averages [5å ] per cent - the

lowest for a'decade.

8. At the same time, interest rates have declined

substantially in almost every country' including' of

courser our own. In the United States' 3-month interest

rates have almost halved compared to last summerts

peaks.

9. lVe have the opportunity for a recovery which will

be gradual, but heatthy' Our task now is to ensure that it

can be sustained, and is not interrupted by new shocks to

the international system and above all not dissipated in

renewed inflation.
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10. The poticies agreed' at last year's Versailles Summit

and reaf firmed most recentlY

Committee meeting which I

at the IMF Interim

chaired last month in

rJyashington offer hope in this. They will need persistence

and political will to carry through, but they command

wide international suPPort'

11. Although the recession has tended to increase

bud'getdeficitsinthemajorcountries,itisessentialthat

structuraldeficitsareputonaconvincingdecliningpath

in the medium-term. The united states has a special

responsibility here. Success for the US Administration in

its efforts to reduce its huge public sector deficit in the

yearsimmediatelyahead'iscrucial.otherwiseAmerican

inflation and interest rates may rise again and dash

recovery ProsPects for us all'

lZ. It is also important that decisions have been take¡

in the last two months to boost substantially the resources

available to the IMF. This will give it the means to back

its authority in securing adjustment by major debtor

countries and the ability to help them to achieve it' The

major problems of international sovereign debt will

continue to reguire careful handling and co-operation

between governments, central banks, commercial banks

and the international financial institutions' The United

Kingdom will continue to play an active part in ensuring

that solutions can be found to tbese problems'

I
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BLOCK D: THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

1. At home, the financial soundness of the economy is

more and more evident.

Z. Government spending and borrowing are under

control. The public sector deficit, as a percentage of our

domestic product, is one of the smallest in the

industrialised world. Monetary growth is within the 8-12

per cent target range. The exchange rate and short-term

interest rates have stabilised reflecting the reassuring

position on public borrowing and the money supply; and

demonstrating the confidence of markets that Her

Majesty's present government will maintain the conditions

required for continued control of inflation.

3. On the external side, last year \¡'e had a surplus on

our balance of payments current account of E4l billion.

[That means that we also increased the nation's net assets

abroad by the same amount: a source of valuable income

for the future.J Even when oil is left out of account, our

share of world export markets rose. Though smaller than

last year we expect another surplus on current account in

1983. Total official external debt now stands at around

$12 billion, compared with $22 billion when we took

office. Britain's outstanding debt is sma.ller in relation to

its exports than at any time since the second. World Vtar.





4. In our own economy overall demand has been

growing - at some Z-3 per cent a year in real terms since

the spring of 1981. This is a stronger growth in demand

than in most other industrial countries. Indeed, as I said a

moment agor external demand has fallen. With this

weakness in overseas demg.nd and some further rise in

imports, total output in this country increased last year

by only l per cent. Manufacturing recorded. another

slight fall. But in some sectors, such as construction, and

some service and consumer goods industríes, the picture

has already been rather brighter.

5. [Expand, mentioning CBI trends survey,] We

expect both demand and output to grow by some [2] per

cent this year. This is in line with, or a little faster than,

the projected growth in world output.

6" Unemployment, however, remains tragically high. It

has indeed continued rising. But the rise has been less

rapid than in 1980 or 1981. Again developments over the

past year or two in countries such as the United States,

Germany and the Netherlands have been rather worse

than in the United Kingdom. fDetails] This underlines

the point that although we went into recession rather

earlier than most other countries so too we have begun to

emerge ahead of the rest.





7. Unemployment is nevertheless likely to rernain high

for some time to come. The special employment and

training measures next year witt total around EZ billionl

almost five times as much as in 19?8-79. It is also right

to recognise the widespread concern about the 5 per cent

abatement in unemployment benefit made in 1980. This

will be restored at the uprating in November' [Some

expansion needed - mention pledge?]

8. Some people have been tempted to see devaluation

as an easy way of reducing unemployment' Certainly the

fall in sterling that has taken place in the last four

months gives industry an opportunity to improve its

competitiveness - but only if costs are now more tightly

restrained. That means moderation in pay above all'

9. But devaluation sought as a deliberate act of policy

is folly. It is a signal to the world that government has

aba¡rdoned. financial prudence. People are the more likely

to seek higher wages to offset its effects. It brings only

temporary improvement to the measures that are often

and rather misleadingly referred to as measures of

ncompetitivenessn.

10. Since 19?7 this country's exchange rate policy has

been based on an obvious truth: that governments cannot

arbitrarily fix the exchange rates for any one of the

world.'s major currencies against the others while large

instabilities persist a¡d that to attempt io do so can itself

be damaging.

,





11. The way to greater currency stability m,ust lie

through greáter stability in the world economyr and above

all lower and more stable rates of inflation in the major

countries. This is a goal we must continue working for. It

is one that no British Chancellor could or should lightly

disregard. ûr the interests of the British people and as

guardians of one of the world's main currencies, British

Governments have a special responsibility to pursue

policies that will maintain the value of sterling over the

long run.

72. The right way to low-er unemployment is for a larger

share of rising demand - demand in Britain as well as

overseas - to be translated into British output and British

jobs. There are some encouraging signs. Labour

productivity in manufacturing has increased sharply - by

some 13-L4per cent over the last two years. Average

pay settlements have continued to falt - though not as

fast as price inflation - and cost competitiveness has

improved" In the less easily measured areas of designt

reliability, speed of delivery and after-sales service'

British firms ate also improving their performance'

Industrial profitability -though stitt by historic standards

very low - has also begun to recover.

13. We still have to reverse years of relative decline'

lExpand] Our firms are now more competitive and better

placed to make inroads into home and overseas markets

than for many years.
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BLOCK F: INELATTON

1. Progress on inflation is the precondition for higher

output and lower unemployment. It was on a rising trend

when we came to office. , It reached a peak of nearly

2Zper cent in 1980. In 1981 it fell to [12 per cent]' Now

it is 5 per cent. This is a major achievement which is

owed substantialty to the consistency of the policies we

have pursued in the past four years. The 1981 Budget was

particularly important in this.

Z. ït¡ith the fall in the exchange rate some check in our

progress against inflation now is unavoidable" Even so it

seems likely that the GDP deftator - which is a measure

of prices across the whole economy -will show a

continuing fall from 1982-83 into next year and beyond.

But inflation measured by the Retail Price Index may be

running in the fourth quarter of this year at about [ó] per

cent, a little above what it is now, but still substantially

below its level of a year ago.

3. This rise in the Retail Price Index should be

temporary. Just as they did after the exchange rate fall

in 1981 our policies will maintain the downward pressure

on inflation.





4 Lower inflation is not just good in itself - though it
is. It also underFins a return to lasting growth and new

jobs in this country as in the world economy as a whole.

Lower inflation contributes to lower interest rates.

Lower inflation and interest rates help profits, and

encourage new investment and the creation of new jobs.

Moreover, as people's expectations of future inflation fall¡

growing confidence allows them to stop putting money

aside to cope with tomorrow's price rises and to maintain

the real value of their capital.

5. So low inflation can be a stimulus to demand.. Just

as important, a return to lower more stable rates of

inflation should help to remove the uncertaÍnties that

bedevilled our supply performance in the l970s. Long

r¿rnge decisions about investment are well nigh impossible

against the background of high and variable rates of

inflation a¡d interest.

6. Inflation and uncertainty are also the enemies of

good sense in pay bargaining. For years people knew the

Government would simply print money to cover excessive

pay awards. They had little incentive to look to improved

productivity to justify their pay increases. In 1.9?5, for

instance, soaring Z7 per cent inflation rate promoted

average wage rises of 30 per cent, higher still in many

cases. 1979 saw and 1980 saw a similar experience as the

effects of the winter of discontent came through. Behind

both lay the foolishness of the attempt to use incomes

a





policies to c.ontain the effects of imprudent monetary and

fiscal policies.

7, The understanding that the Government will not

finance higher inflation, has- in most cases - brought

commonsense back into wage bargaining. Still lower wage

settlements and productivity gains remain vital for

strengthening our competitive position. [?water]

8. And more of the extra demand resulting from lower

inflation - at home and overseas - will be translated into

extra British output and British jobs'

9. Everyone in Britain should share our determination

to make that happen. And everyone in Britain should

share too our satisfaction that.lower inflation will allow it

to happen. Today's tragically high tevel of unemploymént

was fostered by long years of high inflation. And by

failure to tackle it soon enough. And by failure to keep

up the fight. We shalt not make those mistakes.
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BLOCK G: MONETARY POLICY

1. In the fight against inflation monetary policy has a

key part to ptay. The last Government recognised this' as

have the Governments of most major countries' In

judging whether monetary conditions are maintaining

downward pressure on inflation we look at the measures

of money supply and at other financial indicators such as

the exchange rate, real interest rates, and of course

progress in reducing inflation itself' The Red Book¡ now

in a new format in line with the Autumn Statementt

includes a full díscussion of these matters'

?,.DuringthecourseoflgS2-S3,financialconditions

have developed much as intended' Il: the year to

February, the growth of all three target aggregates was

within the-target ¡ange of 8-12 per cent" Other financial

indicators also pointed to moderately restrictive

monetary cond'itions. As in other industrial countriest

real interest lates remained positive throughout the year'

3. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong'

The weakening in November and December seemed to owe

more to external factors such as concern about oil prices

and sharp movements in the world's other major

currencies than to any laxity of financial policy at home'

I'
I
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No doubt Opposition statements and election

uncertainties have also played a part, not only in the UK.

4. lvith the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a

substantial fall in interest rates was possible. By mid

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent.

They subsequently rose to around 11 per cent but they are

still substantially below the 1ó per cent of November

1981,

5. Last year's MTFS set out a declining path for the

monetary targets. Given the satisfactory developments

of the past year, no change in the path seems to be called

for. Accordingly I am setting the target for 1983-84 at

7-11 per cent as originally foreshadowed a year ago.

Again this will apply to both broad and narrow measures

of money though Ml may for a time grow rath", fu.t",

than indicated by the range. With the present prospect

for inflation these targets give sufficient scope for

growth in output"

ó. Our position on the exchange rate has been stated

many times. We have no target but we will continue to

take account of the exchange rate in assessing monetary

conditions.

7. The exchange rate between sterling and other

currencies is inevitably affected by events abroad as well





as at home. IBut over time our consistency and

determination in the pursuit of prudent fiscal and

monetary policies will outweigh ephemeral market

influences.l [Or: But clearly people are right to fear

that sterling would fall ii a d'ifferent government with

different policies were to be elected' I have every

confidencethatthesefearswillnotbefulfilled'"Thereis

no reason connected rvith our present finances why any

falt should be more than temporary' ]

8. The establishment of the Medium Term Fina¡rcial

Strategy has been more than justified by its value as a

lframework] of fiscat and monetary discipline" One

other innovation has similarly proved its worth: namely

our decision to diversify our funding policy, by making

indexed. .rr.ì, available, alongside conventional gilts' I

intend to continue this PolicY'

9. Natio¡al Savings this year again achieved the target

of E3 biltion. This was helped by the introduction last

August of the very successful income bond' For the

coming yearr I am again setting a target of Ê'3 billion'

10. The steady performance of National Savings has

eased the pressure on the gilts market' This together

with more than EZ* billion worth of indexed gilt sales

over the past year has made it possible almost to

completely avoid the issue of long term fixed interest





stocks. This makes good sense from the point of view of

the cost of frrnding, and it has hetped long rates to come

down almost as much as short rates - to a lower level than

was achieved, except fleetingly, in the whole period of

office of the last Government'

:

11, '¡B"for" leaving my review of money and debt

management policy I should like to acknowledge the

contribution of the Governor of the Bank of England' He

will be retiring at the end of June after serving for 10

lional distínction' He has handled withyears with excePl

great skill and wisdom several serious and complex crises

at home and abroad. He has also been prominent in the

less dramatic business of reform in many fields' Ttrree

Chancellors of the Exchequer have good reason to be

grateful for his advice' f am sure that the whole House

will wish to be associated with my thanks and good wishes

to Lord Richardson.l
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BLOCK II¡ PIIBIJC SECTOR' BORROWING

1. Control of money needs to be supported by firm

control of public sector borrowing. Otherwise in the short

run the result is to push up interest rates. In the longer

term, the strains created are likely to prove intolerable'

Other countries understand this. All too many have had

to learn the hard way. This country is not an exception'

Z. A substantial medium term reduction in public

sector borrowing is a necessary part of the process of

reducing inflation. \4te have made good progress. Ðuring

the late 19?0s, public borrowing took up, on averaget

[nearly 6 per cent] of Gross Domestic Product. In 1975

the figure was as high as 10 per cent. By l98l-82 it had

fallen to 3.å per cent of GDP or [9 bitlion. For 1982-83 I

budgetted for a pubtic sector borrowing requirement of

19lz biltion. The latest estimate is for an outturn of

E8 billion, equivalent to about 3 per cent of GDP. [This

reduced figure is about half a consequence of lower than

expected bonowing by local authorities and the remainder

is attributable to nationalised industries and central

government.] Lower borrowing has contributed to lower

interest rates.





3, For 1983-84 last year's Budget Statement suggested

a figure for the PSBR of Zl per cent GDP, equivalent to

E8 billion at the level of money GDP now forecast' In

judging whether that figure is still appropriate' I have

taken account of developments over the past year' and of

the main uncertainties which norv\t confront llsn On

interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for trying to

achieve a further reductign in public sector borrowing'

Interest rates¡ though lower than they weret are still

undesirably high both in nominal and in real terms' The

fallintheexchangeratepointsinthesamedirection.

The fact that the exchange rate has now moved to a lower

level eases financial pressures, particularly on companies'

Itreducesboththescopeandtheneedforeasierdomestic

policies.

4, I have also had to consider the implications of. the

recent fall in oil prices land the continuing uncertainty

about future oil pricesl . In the last few weeks the pricé

of North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC

crudes have both fallen. These falls are to be welcomed'

The 19?9-80 oil price hike caused the world price of oil to

rise by more than 21 times' Coming in the aftermath of

the 19?3 surge in oil prices, it triggered off the deepest

economic recession the world has experienced since the

wa!. Although oil prices in dollars have fallen back by

around 15 per cent over the last year or so, the rise in the

dollar means that in terms of the world's other major

currencies, the price of oil has continued to rise'
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:5.Buttherecentreductionsinoilprices.willbe

beneficial, particularly if they are followed by a period of

relative stabitity in the oil market' A lower price of oll

will reduce world inflation and stimulate the growth of

world output and trade' Of course it will reduce the value

of our oil production, but oil accounts for only 5 per cent

of our National Income' The health of a much larger part

of our national economy depends on the state of the world

economy. Lower oil prices and lower infÌation abroad

means lower prices here' A more prosperous world

economy will in time mean more output and jobs in

Britain.

ó. I must, of course, be mindful of the risk that oil

prices may .fall further during this financial year and

cause public borrowing to be higher than I have planned'

If that seemed tikely to compromise the success of our

economic strategy I remain ready to take action to make

good a shortfall in oil revenues'

7. Taking these factors into account' I have decided to

provide for a PSBR of [Ê'8 billion] ot }to per cent of GDP'

as indicated in the Autumn Statement published for the

first time last year. At that time I announced a reduction

in the public sector burden on industry and commerce

during the year ahead of El billion' After allowing for

that and for the other changes I announced the latest

forecasts suggest that there will be 
îo*t 

within an

Ê8 billion PSBR' for further real tax cuts costing





Ê[2] billion, consistent with a further reduction in public

sector borrowing in relation to the size of the economy'

8. The Red Book gives revenue and expenditure

projections for the next two years' These allow for a

further decline in public sector borrowing over the

medium term. There is no certainty about the precise

figures. But they lllustrate how lower borrowing can be

combined with lower taxes, rvithin the framework of

policies designed to secure a further reduction in inflation

and interest rates'

[Possible discussion of a balanced budget to be added if

agreed.l
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK I: PIIBLTC EXPENDITURE

1. Central to the control of borrowing is the control of

public expenditure. On 1 February, we published the

public expenditure White Paper setting out our plans for

the years to 1985-86 [which the House debated last

weekl

Z. It remains our view, as I said in my first Budget

speech, that finance must determine expenditurer not

expenditure finance' The l,Vhite Paper has been prepared

with that principle well in mind. Public expenditure is

being frelA wittrin the levels set in earlier plans. That

achievement has been helped by one other innovation

introduced during the lifetime of this Government: cash

planning. .The improvement in control of expenditure has

been an essential factor making possible the tax

reductions I am announcing today. [Ttre cost of the

adjustments and additions to certain public spending

programmes which I am announcing this afternoon will be

met from the Contingency Reserve: it will thus not add

to the planned total of expenditure.]

3. As well as keeping a firm grip on expenditure we

have maintained a strict control over the running costs of

Government itself, in particular, manpower. By the end





{

of this month we shall have reduced the numbers-of the

Civil Servicé to 652'000 - a fall of 80'000 since 1979.

This represents a saving this year of around 8590 million

in the Civil Service pay bill. ïtle are on target for a

further reduction to 6301000 by April 1984.

lMention plans for NHS¡ local government etc?]

c
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ParagraphslandZfor
review in light of Possible
debate,

. BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK J: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE AND CONSTRUCTION

1. [The House will, I am sure, be interested to know

what these plans imply f9r capital spending and particula

rly capital spending by the public sector. The Treasury

Committee referred to this in their recent report.

?,. The \¡/hite Paper showed that public sector capital

spending is planned to be about tllå billion in 1983-84.

This is about 12 per cent higher than the estimated

outturn for 1982-83 and includes some Ê6.8 billion of new

investment by nationalised industries.]

3. Within this increased total of public sector capital

spending, expenditure on construction in 1983-84 is

expected to rise by 10 Per cent, to l10l bíllion. In

1982-83r we have been faced with major underspending on

capital both by local authorities and by nationalised

industries. I am well aware that there is particular

concern about the tisk of further underspending in

1983-84 on the local authority capital programmes. In

view of this we have decided to increase capital

allocations by [t100 million]. This is intended to reduce

the risk that the plans will be underspent.





4. lVe also intend two additions to the programme. We

have recently encouraged local authorities to tackle their

worst housing areas by the process known as enveloping -

where the local authority repairs the external fabric of

complete terraces or streets on behalf of the owners.

This is a cost-effective way of tackling the problem of

housîng decay, not least in inner cities. I have therefore

agreed that we should make available to local authorities

in support of further specific schemes additional funds of

up to 850 million in 1983-84.

5. We also intend to make certain changes for

improvement grants, chiefly to allow houses built between

1919 and 1945 to become eligible for repairs grants. This

will meet a need. recently identified by the English House

Condition Survey. An additional 200,000 houses will

become eligible for grant. The cost is expected 
.,o.O"

some 835 million this year. Ttris is a useful extension of

the initiative I launched in my last Budget Statement.

6, On the tax side, I propose to increase the

permissible proportion of of fice space in buildings

qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance f¡om

10 per cent to 25 per cent. This additional flexibility will

be of particular value in the high technology industries as

these often need relatively large amounts of space for

design and computer based activities. It will cost about

Ê25 million in a full year.





7. Last year I extended the small workshop scheme for

two more years for üery small units. This year I want to

encourage the conversion of more old, [disused] buildings

into thriving workshops: I propose to allow units in a

single converted building to qualify for 100 per cent first

year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements. The cost will be about El million in a full

year.

8. I propose to introduce a measure which will benefit

tourism as well as the construction industry. The present

20 per cent capital allowance and writing down

allowances for certain new hotels will be extended to a

wider range ôf holiday and tourist accommodation

including some self-catering facilities, I know this will be

welcomed by both industries. Self-catering is an area of

growing importance. The cost will be about Ê10 million in

a full year.

9. Finally in this context, development land tax. In

1981 I introduced a scheme to defer DLT on developments

for the owner's orvn use. The scheme ends in April 1984.

I propose to extend it to April 1986. This witl give owners

a longer time in whích to make their development plans.

The cost will amount to E5 million in a full year.

IStock relief for houses taken in part exchange.]

IDeroofing]

[Mortgage interest relief 825,000 if any change.

Mortgage interest relief for licensees has been decided.





Could be mentioned in this section or announce

separately?. ]

10. Prospects for the construction industry are

improving. Construction output increased by [4] per cent

between the first and second halves of 1982. Last year

housing starts were up 27 per cent and housing new orders

by 3ó per cent. The measures I have now announced,

together with the action taken in previous Budgets, will

further improve the outlook for the industry.

a
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BUDGET CONFTDENTTAL

BLOCK K: SOCIAL SECIIRITY

[May need revision.]

1 The biggest single element in public expenditure is

of course social security and, to that I now turn. sociat

security invorves sums which even chanceuors find.

staggering. During the coming year, erpenditure is
expected to amount to over [34 bilrion, This is over a

quarter of all public expenditure. To raise the money

costs every household in the country Ê34 per week"

2. Clearly any Government must keep careful watch on

sums of this magnitude. lVe have to balance the

undoubted needs of benefit recipients with the regitimate

claims of the working population, who pay for benefÍts

both through taxes and through national insura¡ce

contributions. [We must in particular take care not to
uake promises for the future which in the event ca¡rnot

be fulfilled. J

3. I a¡rnounced in my Autumn Statement that the

Government had decided to make an adjustment to the

social security programme to take into account the

overshoot in the benefit uprating last November. The

House will be aware that the November 19gZ uprating

I





made an allowance for inflation in the previgus year

which was 2.7 per cent above the outturn. The

Government has decided that it would not be right to take

the full amount of this overshoot into account in the next

uprating. Instead, the adjustment will be Z per cent for

the majority of benefits.

4. On the basis therefore of the inflation forecast of

[ ] per cent for the year to November [which I have just

mentionedl, the majority of benefits will be uprated by

[ ] per eent. This will tnean that the pension for a

married couple will go up from [E ] to [E ]. Taking the

two years 1982 and 1983 together, most benefits will have

risen by I J per cent, or slightly more than the RPI

increase I J percent.

5. Legislation will be needed for our proposal to adjust

the November 1983 uprating and a bill giving the

Government permanent powers to adjust for both

overshoot and shortfall will be introduced immediately.

[Expa¡¡d? J

ó. [The Secretary of State will make a full statement

about the. November 1983 upratings [tomorrowJ.] The

total cost of all these measures amount to E [ ] in

1983-84 and E. t I in a full year. The increases in NIC

which were announced, in November and take effect in

April are part of the price paid for this.

,
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0mit paragraphs 3-5?

Views?

BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK L: CIIILD BENEI|IT

1. The Government is proud of its record on child

benefit. \üe know how vital it is to millÍons of mothers

and particularly to working families with low incomes. As

suchr it plays a vital part in action to alleviate the

unemployment trap and thus in our strategy of improving

incentives for all sectors of the population,

Z. Thus I am glad to announce that from

November 1983 the rate will be increased by I per cent]

to [Ê ]. On the basis of my inflation forecast of I per

centl in November, this will make its real vatue [higher

than it has ever been]. One parent benefit will be

increased correspondingly to tS l. The cost will be tÊ
millionl in a full y€æ, and [E million] in l9g3-g4.

3. [Decision-making is all about priorities" And in the

case of social security benefits the decision-making is

particularly difficult. Not only are the sums of money at

stake very large, but any one of us could make a case for

preferring one benefit to another. But the total we ca¡r

afford is, and always will be, timited.l

4, [I heard some hon Members growl when] I referred

to our decision in relation to the November lggZ over-

provision, But had that decision not been taken it might





well have been difficult both to give the increasè in child

benefit which I have just refened. to and to make good the

1980 abatement in unemployment benefit.J

5. [The Government felt that in this case it was right

to put the needs of the unemployed, and of those with

children, above the desirability of giving benefits

generally a substantial increase in real terms.J
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK M: CARING AND CIIARITIES

1 There are other groups in our society to which any

Government must give a high priority. The measures f am

about to announce will be a very real help to widows, to

the sick, and to the elderly.

¿. [Measures already for widows. J At present widows

are entitled to a bereavement allowance in the tax year

of their husband's death. But because their income is

already covered by other allowances only [451000] out of

[200r000J newly widowed women receive any financial

benefit from the bereavement allowance. Widows'

Bereavement Allowance will now be extended to cover in

addition the year after the husbandrs death. In the coming

financial year this will mean some 825-30 million more

for widows, to assist them with the material costs of

establishing their new pattern of life.

3. \4¡e are also able to a¡rnounce today significant help

for about ?0,000 invalidity pensioners. Until now this

vulnerable section of our society has been excluded from

receiving the long term rate of supplementary benefit.

This is the so-called "invalidity trap". I am glad to say

that My Rt Hon Friend Secretary of State for Social

Services intends to amend the regulations so that people





who have been on incapacity benefits fol a year will

qualify for the long term rate.

4. We propose too a real increase of Z per cent in

mobility allowance, over and above the (3) per cent

uprating this November. Second, there will be a real

increase in the amount which disabled and, chronically sick

people can earn before their benefit is reduced. [And

thirdr we propose to replace the vehicle scheme for war

pensioners with a cash allowa¡ce at a rate which wilt

continue their existing preference over the civilian

severely disabled.J lAlso mention supplementary benefit

capital disregards and housing benefit children's need,s

allowance I [My Rt Hon Friend the secretary of state for

social Services will be giving full details later in our

debates. l

5. This cash assistance will be of real benefit, But

caring means more than cash. Marry of the needs (for

example) of the elderly are met through voluntary g"oups

and charities with their potential for provid,ing a

distinctive, personal care. If we are to get the best out of

this invaluable resource, we must help the helpers.

6. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax subject to a ceiling of

831000 a year; and last year I increased, the límit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within





a year of death from Ê200,000 to E¿50,000. I propose now

to carry these 2 measures further by raising to 85,000 the

ceiling on higher rate relief for gifts made by deed of

covenant and by abolishing entirely the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests. Alt gifts and bequests to charities will now be

free from CTT.

7. I have had representations about the position of

companies who are willing to second their staff with pay,

to charities. At present the employee's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incurred

wholly and exclusively by the company for the purpose of

its business. I must make it clear that we shall adhere to

this general purpose test. But I am satisfied that it is

right to make a very limited exception, so that

Government does not hinder gifts of skills and experience

which may be infinitely more valuable than money in

particular cases.

IEnterprise agencies]

IHeritage]
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK N: INDIRECT TAXES

1. I come now to the indirect taxes" First, VAT. I
propose no change in the:present rate.

?," In successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise duties should be

adjusted in line with the movement of prices from one

year to the next. This year too I intend to follow broadly

the same approach. This is essential if we are to maintain

the balance between the direct and the indirect taxes.

But our success in reducing inflation means that the

amounts of the increases I shall be announcing will be

much smaller than in recent years.

3. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. f?Real

value of spirits,]I propose to increase the duties from

midnight tonight by amounts which represent, including

VAT, about 25 pence on a bottle of spirits, S pence on a

bottle of table wine, 7 pence on a bottle of sherry and one

penny on the price of a typicat pint of beer. Cider is

increasingly competing with beer and I propose a similar

increase of one penny a pint.

4. Next, tobacco. I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VAT, of 3 pence on the price of a





packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be consequential

increases fôr cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco. These changes will take effect

from midnight, Thursday.

5. Next, the oil duties. lReference needed to falling

oil prices and energy conservationJ I propose to increase

the duty on petrol by about [apJ a gallon or [0.9p] a
litre, including VAT. In the case of derv I propose an

increase, including VAT, of about [3pJ a gallon or lunder

O.Zpl a litre. These changes wÍll take effect for oil

delivered from refineries and warehouses from 6 p.
tonight.

ó. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. This will represent a

reduction in real terms of some 25 per cent in the. duty

burden since it was last increased in 19g0 and will assist

industry by holding down its energy costs.

7. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and tight vans the duty will

be increased by 85, from 880 to EgS. on goods vehicles,

the new duty structure introduced last year ailows me to

spread the burden more fairly. In order to bring the rates

of duty more nearly into line with the costs the various

categories of truck impose on the road system I propose

to increase the duty on some 190,000 heavy vehicles. This

means that I shall, on the same lines¡ be able to reduce,





by approximately [ ] per cent the rates of d.uty'on sorne

315,000 lighter commercial vehicles. These changes wítl

take effect from tomorrow.

8. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise an additional E [590] million in 1983-84

and E t6001 million in a full year. This implies no increase

in the overall real burden of indirect taxes in 1983-84.

[The immediate effect will be to add about 0.4 per cent

to the overall level of prices.J

a
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK O: \IEALTII CR-EATION
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK P¡ BUSINESS - NIS AND CT

1. Ultimately our ability to buy and provid.e for both

publicly and privately consumed goods and services hinges

on our ability to sell and compete. The main

responsibility for containing costs and improving

competitiveness lies with industry and commerce. What

Government can do is to reduce the burden it places on

business. Lower inflation and control of public borrowing

help towards lower interest rates and lower business

costs.

Z. But Government imposes direct burdens on business,

and here too we have acted to help cut costs. I have

given high priority to reducing the National Insurance

Surcharge (NIS), the tax on jobs introduced and increased.

by our Labour predecessors.

3. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3å per cent to

2! per cent. In November I announced that, for 19g3-g4,

the rate would be further cut to 1 å per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangements to enable harf of this cut

of 1 per cent to be brought forward into lggZ-g3.

4. fCould say why unable to go faster.] I now propose

to take a further step towards abolition of NIS. The rate

a





I

will be reduced from 1å per cent to I per cent from

August 1983. As before, the benefits will be confined to

the private sector. This cut is worth yet another

[220 million in 1983-84 and nearly 8400 mitlion in a full

year. After this reduction takes effect NIS wilt be Zå per

cent lower than when .this government took office.

Overall this reduction is worth nearly E2 billion to private

business in a full year.

5. Turning to Corporation Tax, we issued a Green

Paper over a year ago. I am grateful for the many

thoughtful responses. These raise a wide range of issues

which call for further examination. Some would benefit

from further consultation. But there is one that stands

out.

6. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability. I recognise the force in' this.

Change is not costless. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no change in the broad structure of the

present arrangements. As regards inflation and profits, I

await the outcome of the accountancy profession's further

considerations"

7. The one issue raised most frequently in response to

the Green Paper has been the rules about advance

corporation tax (ACT).





8. In the light of this I propose two changes. First,

ACT can at present be carried back two years to be set

against corporation tax. I propose to increase this to six

years" This will help, companies which are paying

d.ividends while currently having low taxable profits -

notably manufacturing companies.

9. Second, credit for foreign tax on overseas income is

only allowed against such part of a company's corporation

tax liability as remains after deduction of ACT. I propose

that this double tax relief be allowed against the full

corporation tax liability before ACT is deducted. Any

surplus ACT arising could then, under my previous

proposal, be carried back up to six years,

10. The cost of these two measures is 15 million in

1983-84 and about Ê100 miltion in 1984-85"

11. Again in the lÍght of responses to the Green Paper, I

propose that the incidental costs of issuing acceptance

credits and of issuing certain convertible loan stock

should be allowable expenses for corporation tax purposes"

IZ. At present the small companies rate corporation tax

is at 40 per cent and applies to taxable profits up to

890,000. The 52 per cent rate is payable at Ê225,000.

Between these two figures, profits are subject to a

transitional marginal rate of ó0 per ce.nt. I propose to

reduce the 40 per cent rate to 38 per cent, to raise the





t. lower limit.of [90,000 to t100,000 and to raise the upper

limit from Ê2251000 to 85001000.

13. This has the effect of reducing the transitional

marginal rate to 551 per cènt - only a littte above the

main 52 per cent rate" These changes will give help to

the many small and medium-sized enterprises with

taxable profits of up to El million.

74. The cost of these changes witl be 840 miltion in

1983-84 and 170 million in 1984-85.

I
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK Q: NORTII SEA OIL REGIME

1. I come now to North Sea tax. The development of

the North Sea is a tribute to private enterprise and to a

huge cooperative effort, involving thousands of people and

hundreds of companies. \üe want this to continue"

Z. To that end we have had detailed and helpful

discussions with the industry about the next generation of

oilfields. They will in general be smaller, and

proportionately more expensive, than existing fields. Tax

is only one element in decisions to develop new fields,

Technological changes to cut the industry's costs and, of

course, future oil prices will probably be of equal, or even

greater importace. But the fiscal regime needs to take

account of changing oilfield economics, My proposals

therefore focus on future development.

3. Most existing fields make good profits. The

Supplementary Petroleum Duty has been abolished. But

the ind.ustry has urged that some further easement of

current cash flow could help them to finance further

North Sea activity. I have therefore decided to phase out

Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start, the 20 per

cent rate will be reduced to [ ], and APRT will disappear

completelyby [ ].





4. To encourage further exploration and appraisal, I

propose immediate relief against Petroleum Revenue Tax

for expenditure incurred after today in searching for oil

and appraising discovered reserves.

5. On future fields . themselves, I propose two

important new incentives. First, the oil allowance will be

doubled for these fields. Second, my rt hon Friend the

Secretary of State for Energy will be taking steps to

waive royalties for such fields. These changes will apply

to future fields fwith the exception of relatively

profitable Southern Basin and onshore fietdsl where

development consent is/has been given on or after I J.

And by the time future fields come on stream APRT will

finally have been abolished.

6. An Inland Revenue press release witl give further

details, and also describe other proposed changes in oil

taxation.

7. Taken together, these proposals will cost about [ ]

in 1983-84. Phasing out of APRT and the new appraisal

relief will cost on average about [ ] over each of the next

4 years. And as new fields come on stream the longer

term benefits to the companies will be even greater. The

regime for future fields will be simpler and entirely profit

related. The larger oil allowance will be particularly

significant for smaller fields. Exploration and appraisal

will be encouraged and the early improvement to cash





flow from phasing 
_out 

APRT should help finqlce n:w

activity.

8. I believe that my proposals will provide the industry

with the right fiscal incentives for a further phase of

successful development of the country's North Sea

resources.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK R3 ÉNTERPRTSE.A,ND BUSINESS

1. The tax system used to work against enterprise. It

now works in its favour.

¿, The results are already beginning to be seen.

Britain can now offers a more attractive tax envÍronment

for venture capital and for the micro-electronics

revolution than Germany. It is unthinkable that this

would have been said five years agoô

3. It is important to build on these successes. I now

propose further action in a number of areas.

4. First, wider shage ownership. It is important that

the employee should identify closely with the success.of

his company. For this reason the profit sharing schemes

need to be made more attractive. Schemes should remain

open to employees at all levels but more flexible rules are

needed to reflect particular circumstances. I therefore

propose to allow a limit of 10 per cent of the employee's

salary, subject to a maximum of 851000 as a more flexible

alternative to the present flat rate limit of glr250 a year,

5. On share options I introduced arrangements to

spread the income tax burden that can arise when an

option is exercised. I now propose to increase the





instalment period from 3 years.to 5 years. I also propose

to increase the 150 monthly limit on Save As You Earn

linked share option schemes to [75. The total cost of

these measures will be [20 miltion in 1983-84 and some

840 million in a full year;

6. Next, capital t,axation. Capital taxes can suffocate

enterprise. Last year we took the major step of indexing

capital gains. It is clearly appropriate to provide a period

of stability to let the new structure settle in. \iVe have

already announced that administrative measutes witl be

introduced to help large institutional investors. I now

propose that, the legislation provides, the annual

exempt amounts for individuals and for trustees should be

increased in line with inflation to t l. The small gifts

exemption whict¡ is now of little practical significance is

to be withdrawn. I also propose to increase to 1201000 the

limits on the relief for small part disposals of land and for

residential letting land to abolish the Ê250,000 limit on

payment by instahnents and to lengthen the repayment

period to ten years].

7. I propose to double the present retirement relief to

t1001000. This will further encourage entrepreneurs to

keep money in their business where it can work to best

effect.

8. The cost of all these CGT measures will be unde¡

Ê14 million in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84.





t9. On capital transfer tax, f am concerned !hat, except

at the bottom of the scale, the tax is still more onerous in

real terms than when it was introiluced by the Rt Hon

Member for Leeds East. Unfortunately I cannot affo¡d to

restore the position entirely.

10. I do propose to raise the threshold from [55'000 to

Eó0r000 and to simplífy and reduce the number of rate

bands leading to a new top rate of 70 per cent starting at

91,325,000.

11, I am particularly concerned about the impact of the

tax on businesses, The tax acts as a disincentive to

entrepreneurs" In farming, it seems to be contributing to

a reduction in the farms available for letting and so

inhibiting new entrants into the industry" I therefore

propose to increase the relief for owners of businesses.and

for agricultural land with vacant possession from 50 per

cent to 60 per cent and increase relief for minority

shareholders in unquoted companies and fol let

agricultural land from Z0 per cent to 40 per cent.]

LLZ. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be 140 million in 1983-84 and Ê90 million in a full

year. I

13. Third, tax measures for small companies. I propose

to increase the VAT registration threshold with effect

from midnight tonight from 817,000 to [18,000 in line

with inflation.

I





74. I propose to increase from EZ00 to 811000 the de

minimis limit .for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close comp¿rny.

15. The cost of these-measures will be Eó million in

1983-84 and El.1 million in 1984-85.

16. Innovation and technolo . As I have already said I

propose to increase from 10 per cent to 25 per cent the

permissible office space in buildings which qualify for the

inrìustrial buildings allowance as a help in particular to

technology based industries. I also propose to extend the

100 per cent first year allowance for rented teletext

receivers until June 1984 and for British films until March

1987. The cost of these two measures will be

Ê100 million in the period up to 1988,

17. I now come to public expenditure measures for the

encouragement of industry and enterprise that will be

worth Ê200 million over the next three years.

18. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit

by the current recession. The small engineering firms

that are even more important in that region than in other

parts of the economy need help to modernise and re-build

their strength. I propose, therefore, to make available an

extra Ê100 miltion over the next 3 years to enable my

RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to re-open the

Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme. The scheme





is open to qualifying firms in any area, but, as one would

expect, a high proportion of the first allocation went to

firms in the \¡fest Midlands. The new, and much larger,

allocation will I hope be of substantial further help to the

region, as well as to the small engineering firms

generally.

19. A new range of grants will be provided to enable

firms to buy computer systems to improve productivity.

20" At the moment grants are available for research and.

development but not for bringing new products into

production. A new grant wilt be introduced to support the

initial investment required for this.

Zl. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

DOI's manufacturing & design advisory services, Thqs"

provide small firms with a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highly

successful.

ZZ" If My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry is lucky enough to catch your eye, Mr Speaker, at

a later stage in this debate, he will describe these

measures in more detail.

23. Now I come to the critical matter of finance.





I
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Zal The revival of the corporate bond market would

benefit both companies and monetary policy. The single

most important factor is to bring down long term interest

rates. There are also a number of ways of giving

companies greater flexibility in the nature and timing of

the bonds they issue.

25. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 12 January. It set out a range of options,

including an accruals basis of taxation as in the United

States. I am grateful to those who responded.

26. There was considerable support for an anangement

under which the borrower would get relief on an accruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.

27. Companies will still be able to issue conventional or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend the range of

options. In addition, in operating the queue the Bank of

England will be seeking to give companies the flexibility

that the introduction of shelf registration has provided in

the United States.

28" I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance

credits.





29, The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another impdrtant

innovatíon, which has been a great success. Already

[ ,000 ] firms have benefitted. It is close to its

t300 million ceiling. This ceiling will be raised to

t540 million to enable the 
.scheme 

to run its full three

year course to May 1984. My hon Friend the

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Industry will

be making a fuller statement about the scheme fiater

todayl.

30. [Management buy-outs have become a familiar and

important me¿rns of improving industrial activity. I

propose to extend the relief for interest on loans to buy

shares in a company to purchases of shares by employees

in a buy-out which sets up an employee controlled

company.l [Or could come between paras 5 and 6 of this

section? l

31. Lastly, the Business Start-up Scheme. This scheme

announced in my 1981 Budget Statement, is without.equal

anywhere in the world. It offers uniquely generous tax

incentives to outside investors in small companies. When

I introduced the scheme I thought it right to give priority

to investment in business start-ups, where there is often

greatest difficulty in raising outside equity finance.

3?-. I now propose a major extension in the scheme. It is

due to end in April 1984. The life of the scheme will be

extended to April 1987. The coverage will be greatly



I



widened. From 6 April next the scheme will apply, rlot

just to new companies, but to all qualifying established

unquoted trading companies as well. I propose also to

double the allowable maximum investment in any year

from 820,000 to 840,000. A number of other changes will

be made to improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per

cent limit on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost

of these changes is difficult to estimate but could be

875 million in a full year.

33. My proposals will transform the position of unquoted

trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a further

move towards removing the bias in the tax system against

the personal shareholder, and will encourage wider share

ownership. 
. 

By concentrating help on those companies

which do not have ready access to outside capital the

scheme will assist many more small companies to realise

their und.oubted potential for growth. The extended

scheme will be known as the Business Expansion Scbeme.

34. [Free ports]

35. Our constant concern as a government has been to

improve the competitive environment for businesses and





people who work in them. The results are being seen.

There has béen a three fold increase in the number of

small industrial units being built. [Ê3001 million has been

lent to [111000] companies under the loan guarantee

scheme. Profit sharing schemes have mushroomed and

now benefit about 2501000 employees. SAYE linked

schemes covers another 1001000. The enterprise

allowance scheme has ted to the creation of [21000] new

firms, many of whom are now recruiting their own work

forces. This Budget marks a further stage in the

development of a better environment for business.
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Could go tos

Block P after paragraph 10

Block R, paragraph 28

Block J, paragraph 9

Block ïV somewhere

Block P after paragraph 10

BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK T: FAIRNESS IN TAXATTON
[or'Fiscal Justice' again?]

NB: put here in a single block for convenience, but may be

distributed elsewhere. Suggestions are shown in the

margin.

l, I now come to a number of measures which seek to

ensure a proper balance in the tax system.

2. I propose to introduce legislation to tackle

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief, and

through the exploitation of second hand bonds, And I

propose to improve the arrangements for collecting DLT

on disposals by non-residents and tò legislate to bring into

tax scholarships provided by companies for the childrep gf

employees. This will take effect only in respect of sums

payable after the end of this academic year.

3. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

any measures in two of the three areas concerned. These

are company residence and upstream loans. Both need

further consideration. On tax havens clauses will be laid





Block 14¡ somewhere

Block P, at end?

which take account of the recent consultations. This

action on tax havens needs to be seen in relation to the

proposal I have already announced on double tax relief and

ACT. My aim Ís to help companies trading overseas, but

to do so in a way which is consistent with the legitimate

interest of the Exchequer.

4, In each Budget f announce the scale rates for tax for

car and fuel benefits. The rates for 1984-85 will be lto

be settledl.

5. Finally, banks. I said last year we would be giving

further thought to the problem of how best to ensure a

sufficient contribution to tax revenues by the banking

sector. I have examined the position with great care.

ït¡hat I have seen has not convinced me that it is

satisfactory. But the conclusions this might normally

have led to have had to be tempered by the international

and domestic pressures on the banking system. I believe

UK banks are in a stronger position to deal with these

pressures than banks in some other countries. But it

would still not be sensible to take action which might now

weaken British banks. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no cha-nges this year in the tax regime for

banks.
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BLOCK U: PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES

1. The measures I have. announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and help in a full year amounting to

I ] . I shall be coming shortly to measures intended

directly to help indíviduals.

Z. Any Chancellor, whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as nowr proposing tax reductions, is confronted by

a difficult choice between the claims of different groups.

But this dilemma is less acute tha¡r it is sometimes

represented. Any reduction in the level of taxes helps to

ease a burden on the economyi

3. Cuts in company taxes help to secure a thriving and

efficient business sector. But successful businesses

depend on the energy and initiative of those who work in

them. Lower personal taxes are vital to an enterprising

and competitive economy. We must not lose sight of the

need to reward individual effort, and to foster a sense of

personal responsibilityl by allowing people to keep and

spend more of what they earn. The characterisation of

tax reductions as "the Chancellor giving money awayn is

wholty misconceived. A more accurate description is that

"the State takes lessn.







personal spending powert but it squeezes the profits of

companies exþosed to international competition. In my

1981 Budget, personal income tax thresholds had to

remain unchanged in order in part to be able to offer

some help to companies.

7. This year, with a lower exchange rater the same

arguments point in the opposite direction. But thanks to

our success in controlling public spending, the choices are

less stark than they were two yeats ago' I am able to

combine the significant measures of direct tax relief to

industry and enterprise which I have just announced with a

substantial measure of direct tax relief to persons, to

which I now turn. Both are equally needed for economic

recovery.
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BLOCK V: PO\TERTY AND I,NEMPLOYMENT TR.â.PS

l. As I have made plain, throughout this speech, this

Government has sought to improve incentives" We have

made considerable progress despite the difficult fiscal

constraints imposed by the world recession.

Z. I have no doubt that more is needed to improve

incentives at all levels. One aspect of this is the

unemployment . trap and the poverty trap. The

unemployment trap can mean people are tittle or no

better off in work than on social security. The poverty

trap affects those in work and can mean that an increase

in earnings results in very little increase in spending

power'

3. These problems are not unique to Britain and have

been growing for many years. They arise as a result of

the overlap of the tax and social security systems.

4. The way forward is to reverse the trends that got us

here. This will not be possible unless we are willing to

reduce the tax burden. And that means reducing the

sheer size of public spending in GDP. Any government

would be driven, sooner or later, to the same conclusion.

It is the policy of this Government. Wu ".e restraining

i
i





(
public spending. we have laid the foundations for

sustainable long term growth. And the benefits are norrt

being seen. Today, as in my last Bud.get, I have proposed

reductions in the tax burden carried by industry. I have

proposed a substantial increase in child Benefit which will

improve work incentives for the low paid. My proposals
:

on personal taxation will be a further significant move in

the right direction.

I
I
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BLOCK W: PERSONAL TAX

1. We have already reduced the basic rate from 33 per

cent to 30 per cent and cut the top rates of tax. That was

one of the first, and by no means the last, radical change

of the many that have found a place in the five Budgets

which I have introduced. This year I do not propose any

further reductions in rates. Thresholds and allowances

must take priority at present,

¿. Two years ago income tax allowa¡ces ïeere not

raised at all. A rise of 15 per cent *r" ,r""d"d merely to

keep in line with prices. That was a difficult decision but

it was necessary. The firmness of the lggl Budget was a

found.ation for the progress on inflation and interest rates

we have seen. It was an essential part of the process of

putting the pubtic finances in order.

3. It is right that the benefit of that restraint should

now be enjoyed in particular by those who had to make

sacrifices at that time. But increases must still be held

to what can be afforded.

4. ll-ast year I increased tax thresholds and bands by

14 per cent. That was 2 per cent more than the amount

necessary to compensate for inflation. This year I





propose to do the same. I propose an increase of 14 per

cent. The difference is that this is now 81 per cent, not

Z per cent, more than is necessary to compensate for

inflation in the past year.l

5. I propose that income tax thresholds be increased

for the single person from t1565 to t 1 and¡ for the

married person from 82455 to t l. The additional

personal allowance paid to single parents witl be

increased in conseguence from Ê880 to t ].

Corresponding increases will be made in the age

allowance, the higher rate thresholds and bands and the

threshold for the investment income surcharge.

6. Effect will be given.to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day after [ ] . For a marríed man on

the basic rate they will be worth EZ a week. They witl

cost [[2 billion] in 1983-84 and [ÊZ] billionl in a full

year. Some I J people will be taken out of the tax net.

7. For the vast majority of people the income tax

reductions will more than offset the NIC increases that

take effect from April. I am sure they wilt be widely

welcomed.
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BLOCK X: CONCLUSION

1. At the start of my speech I referred to the

objectives this Government adopted in 7979" These

remain. This country has gre-at need of coninuity and

consistency of poticy. The lack of continuity and

consistency have contributed substantially to out

economic problems and the present tragic level of

unemployment. Only by maintaining sound policies can

we assure the recovery on a sustainable basis. But such

policies ¿rre not inconsistent with real reductions in

taxatÍon, as I have shown today a¡rd in my Budget last

year. Indeèd such reductions stem from such policies;

without such policies they would not be possibler or

sustainable.

Z. But while emphasising continuity of policies and the

development of the themes which we have emphasised for

tbe past four yearsr we must not .overlook the ultimate

aims of policy. For a lower PSBR' a money supply under

control, a¡¡d indeed reductions in taxes are all means to ar¡

end"

3. The ultimate aim must be the restoration of

individual prosperity, and individual freedom. This

Budget, by sustaining and carrying forward the recovery,

is a further step in that direction. I commend it to the

House.
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Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
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SPEECE - EtrÎE DRAET

Attached ie the fifth draft of the Budget Speech.

2. As you viII i'nâgine ye bad a verT large nunber of conments on the'fot¡Éh

draft and suggestions for Í¡clusion in tbis draft. lle vere sitFþ not able

to reflect aLI of these, either becauee they added to tbe length¡ or because

i-a na:r¡r caae6 tbey were inconsistent one rith tbe other, or because j¡ eone

caree;. they seen misconceived. I hope contribr¡tors wbose comente are not

reflected yiLL rmderstand this. fhe onl¡r suggestion not adø¡rted vbich I
shouLd Like to nention is the fin¡nsierl Secretar¡rts idea of includiag a

quoþtion fron Abraba¡r Linco3-n; he had snrggested tb.is nigbt go into the

{fiscal.fueticetr section though he tbought thÍs night not be tbe ídeal

position.. I have to âgree vithhin on that, but ue could not find an¡rwhere

else which was particularly suitable cither-
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].. lbe d¡aft triee to reflect aLl the Budget decÍeions aÊ they Ìrave bec¡take¡. But si¡ce eonc of then ucre onþ take:6t*r inevírabþ ao'e rousb edsee and there åil;:"::::": ï ïi""ro*.Ìle shaìl have to cbeck thie through Í¡ the-earþ dqye of next neek.

4' hrith'thÍe d¡a1t ne paa6 respousibility for the handurg of the speechto your Private oi'fice' lbie aeene the nonent for ¡e to offer our tbanksto alr coune¡tators ând contríbutors. t;;; aleo líke to record inparticulan the debt oved to Hre lraytou and Mre crene of central unÍt,for tbe enorDOUA a¡¡ou¡t of vork ovêr end above the ca'l 0f duty put fntotbe t¡rp{ng a¡d vord proceesi¡g of the s'cceesive drafts. 
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BUDGET SPEECH: BLOCK N

Paragraph 6 of your minute of 2 Ma rcrr to the cha ncellor sugseststhat it might be worthr,vhire to repeat the ,,tacti.cs of rast yearie drawing attention to our squeamishness wi.th vrhisr<y (and arsopossibly petrol, though it , s a thin cas;e here ) in response to theurgent representations of the scottish Tories etc. Ditto possibì.yfor pipe tobacco. . . " The chief secretary has arso suggested(Mr Gieve's minute of 3 March) that Biock N, paragraph 3 (drjnks)
should make it clear where revalorisation is not being applied infull.

We would acivise a a inst provìding an explanation about whiskyon last year's lines, or indeed being too s¡iecific about those caseswhere revalorisation i s not quite being applied in f uÌl. La st yearthe increase for spiri ts was only 6.5% cornparecl with the revalori_sation I 'norm" of 12%, and this represented easirv the rowestpercentage increase among the main specific duties. This yearstrict reva Lorisation amounts to S. A% , and the proposecì p(ìrcentage
increases for the main specific dutj.cs are as follows:_

Mr lìreeclma n
Mr llc-¡warc1
CPS

RUDG}'1' SECRIiT

Internal distribution :
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Beer

Wine

Spirits
Cigarettes
Petrol
Derv

VED on cars

5.9%

5.8%

5.0%

Ir.B%

4.9%

/+.3%

6.25%

Thus, while the percentage increase for spi.rits is slightiy below
that required for revalorisation ( and in price terms 2Sp compared
with 27p), it is higher than those for cigarettes, petrol ancl derv.
The only sensible alte.rnative rounded price change would have been
30p (6.0%), The Budget decision represents a very much more
modest shading,in view of the spirits industry's concerns than was
provided last year.

We are also doubtful about the advisability of dwelling too rnuch
I ho,l,7t4,Àt¡¿f on the niÌ increase for pipe tobacco.

T L',! n, ,,kl àl o l"\tð{{ üå
t¿ 

<:J, l.h' i aht
N Ary explanation that this decision had been taken on employment

grounclg might be provocative to the spirits ir-rdustry, which has
drawn attention to the 22% fall in employment in Scotch whisky over
the past three years, and possibly to the brewers. on the other
hand, if you thought it worthwhile, it would probably do no harm
if the speech mentioned that pipe tobacco wa s of þarticular
significance to pensi.oners.

Nß
J P Bone
Private Secretary

"* üïId¡n,
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BTIDGNT SPF,NCH AND SOCT.A.I SECIIRTTT

,ij L^(- h¡wr-*-¿L

*l

"A' number of difficult questions arise on the presentation of therecent decísíons on social security. r have had a prel-iminary ta.lk
r,vith DHSS about them.

I/hat should be sa id about the size of the uprati ng'

2' As soon as the change of uprating method is announced, therer^rill be great pressure to know the likely size of the 1gB7 uprating.
,'/ lt is iog"".*lu to irnagine the legislation going through v¡ithouta statement about this- r v¡ould suggest anticipating this by giving ,./afigureintheBudgetspeechratheffi.textracteåi"o'

the Government Later 
Lr+" q

7' The difficulty is to decid.e what figure to give in viev¡ of theuncertainty about the outturn. rt i^¡ould be damaging to give a figurewhich turned out to be too high. There rnight then be accusations thatthe legisration had been taken th::ough on a false basis. But to avoidthis risk by using a rn¡ide range means givingr âs the bottom of the
range t a figure whieh v¡ould be embarrassingly loÌn¡. (rire range ofpossibilities is stitl. 7*_r%).

t+' such consideratj-ons argue against use of the inne:: range of a-a$o/v¡hich seems the obvious choice. rt r¡rould put into circulation a figureof 4$lt, which may rreLl not be ::eached ando more important, there isa real possibility that the outturn wourd be belo¡¡ 4%.

'' 
r suggest that the least bad formu-l-ation v¡ould be ,,ín the :r:egio nr./of 4ortn ' rt does ttot ffie hopes of an uprating or4pfi-ã-ð itwould be consistent r,¡ith an outturn a rittle unð.er 4ofi. r doubt

whether it r,¡our-d be politicalry practicar to have an uprating
BUDGAT SBCRNI
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substantially bel-ov¡ 4%.

could also say that the uprating rniould be signifi
uprating wh l¡,'O VE e pro uc by the f

6. You

above the
cantly
orecast

)
method less full recovery of l-ast yearts overshoot. Thj-s means thatit v¡il]" be significantly above 1.V%. This statement is positive initself but rn¡ould also help to brur a rittre further the other
statement of "around tt%,,.

7- DHSS have a simple solution to these problenso which is to
announce that the uprating wirr not be reciuced berow 4ort, u¡hatever
the May RPr figure. This certainly has presentational aclvant ages

L'!r ''' 'but r imagine that yo, wo,ld prefer not to give up trre possibilit
of reducing expenditure if the Hay RPT i-s a littl e belovr

,

v

The Ï\-rblic Exrrenditure Arithmetic

B. The important points for lgBV_}4, apart from the effects ofthe estimating changes, are:

â. The saving of fl18Om referred to in the Autunn Þtatement
can be said to be achieved by uprating benefits by A.tua/c rather
than the 6% wini-ch v¡oul<l have resulted r^¡ithout any change at all.

changes is therefore only to sa

9' [he difficulty rarith using the figure of s18om is that it assumes
an uprating of 4+%. on the argument in the preceding paragraphs we
t'trould not vrrant t'r state this assumption in case the outturn is lor¡er.
You may also think that to stress the 'nsavi ngst' from the change r-nthe uprating method vour, and encourage l-/
criticism that the change to save money.

'lo' rn a difficult situation, I suggest that the least bad solutj-on
v¡ould be:

b. But these
Child Benefit

*CB and One Farent Ben
caring package #im (in

savlngs are offs
costing S'lOOm. *

et by sweeteners inclu<ling
The net effect of the policy
ve f8Om.

"li!.S74T; restorati-on of 5o/, abatement in IIB, î,2?m;cluding invalidity trap g!rt:).
BUDGNT SECRNT
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â. To nothing Í t the S'180m.
would be too much risk and conplicatíon. We shall need to

lhere
work

out separate ly an answer to the questj-on; do you stil-l elq)ec t
o save S18On on the social security programme?h

b. [o say that the benefit improvements rn¡ill cost s1oom, but
that they will be met out of the Reserve. These statenents will
demonstrate sinultaneously the Governnentrs caring nature and
its control over e:çenditure.

11. I attach as a further cockshy another draft of the social
section of the Budget speech accordingly.

security

G 1^' MONGAR
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Mr l{iddleton
l{r BaÍ1ey
Mr Cassell
I{r MowrüfÍeld
mr Pestell
Mr MonEer
l{r Kernþ

Mr Ridley

[}IE BUDGET SPEECH: T'TFTH DRAFT

A few minor poi-nts on the fifth draft circul_ated with Mr Kemp,sminute of 4 March.

2. The first is a slightly pecLantic point which the Chancell-or

CONT'fDENTIAI

eel does not matter. But attention should be drawn t o it.I sentences refer to public expend.íture be ing under control

f

?t,ì

ere is a danger in this phrase. The 1arge provision for shortfall
now íncorporated in the forecast and FSBR (which we are di.scussingseparately) may be argued as ind.icating some lack of control, lessreprehensible than excesses, but still a lack of control. The pointcould be met by saying in I 2 rrGovernment spending is being restrai,ned " oand substituting "restrai-nt'r for'rcontror,t in Gl and ,iF_ (tr^rice).

7 T 7 , l-ast sentence; r would rceep thís where it is.

J 1-+: I favour deleting.

L:

L, 4

5. L 7, second sentence;
can be met tt .

delete rrto ensure that all necessary costst/

t/'
6' L 12: d'elete the first sentence, except the first word. lüe shallbe discussing this question of capital separately, but the Budgetarithmetic requires the rinder_spending.

A K RAI/üIINSON

CONFTDENT TAI _æ
ItÈ.
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SPEECH F

The Minister of State (C) questioned the phrasein paragraph 5 of Block C.

2.

filll'f: J.G.LI'ITLÐR
UAL'i: B l,i.{irì-i ,1g83
cc PS./Ì4inister of stateI'1r. Kemp

tran unmixed blessingr

An alternative fornnulation of the whole short paragraph uight be:
rroil prices have weakened. This should help worldwid.e bothto reduce inf1atl0n and. to encourage increased activi.ty.rt ls an advantage for the united Kingdom too, with theseeffects outweighing any likely marginal l0sses of Governmentrevenue and balance of pa¡rments receipts. rr ,

\-/'
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BUDGET BLOCKS

Subiect

Opening

Look Back b l9?9
World economy

The home economy
Inflation
Monetary policy
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BUDGET SECRET

BUDGET SPEECII: FTFTH DRâFT

BLOCK A: OpENING

I begin, as I began last year, by making it clear that I shall
today be proposing further significant cuts in the taxes

0- *t*ãsnese
paid both by busÍnesses and by

proposals will be ¡iolsistent with
Strategy for progressive moderate

individuals.

our Medium

reductions in

Term

the
money suppry, for rower pubric borrowing, and for further
progress on inflation.

Z, My proposals will develop and _build on the themes
which have been the foundaìion of this Government,s
approach to the economy since we took office in I9?9.
These are the basis of this Budget, as of my previous
Budgets.

3. The requirement we saw in l9Z9 was for purpose and
continuity' My proposals this afternoon are all part of
continuing policies' T'¡ese are desÍgned to sustain and
advance the recovery and further the living standards of
all of us in this country.





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK B: LOOK BACK TO r9?9

1. By lg79 it was already clear that the long_term
decrine of Britain's relative position in the worrd economy
called for a fresh start, for a new strategy. And it soon
became apparent that the fresh start would have to be
nrade in an international setting that was profoundly
unhelpful.

Z. In -y first Budget I stressed four priirciples that
were fundamental if we were to check and then reveÌse
the long decline: better incentivesr greater freedom of
choice, a smaller a¡d more efficient public sector and
commonsense and responsibility in collectíve bargaining.
At the same time, I emphàsised tiat these pringiples
would not by themselves be eriough unless they $rere
accompanÍed by sustained success in squeezing inflation
out of our economic system.

first time a Medium Term

In 1980 I published.for the

Financial Strategy which

a

established the framework within which to achieve that
objectíve.

3. These basic principles offered a radical new
beginning. But they calted also for far_reaching changes
in attitudes and behaviour, in government as well as in
industry and commerce. As we embarked on what rvas
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK C¡ I9ORLD ECONOMY

1. Last year we saw output in the major índustrial

economies fall by one half per cent. rvorld trade in

manufactures was ,oeti below most forecasts.

unemployment in industrial countries has risen to more

tha¡r 30 million.

Z. At the same time the financial difficulties of

developing countries continued to grow. Th.y have

struggled to cope with high oil import costs. The markets

for their products have been weak. Interest rates have

been high, and mary developing countries have seen a

sharp rise in their short-term deit. Th"y have had to cut

their imports, which has contributed to the sharp fall in
world trade, and added to the effects of the sharp ruir

down in stocks in the industrial countries.

3. But although world markets for uK ma¡ufactures

last yeat shrank by over 3 per cent, it is some

encouragement that British manufacturers achieved an

increase in their share of those markets.

4. In the world economy as a whole, there are signs

now that the worst of the problems we have faced in the

three years since the second oil price shock are beginning

to abate.
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5. Oil prices have weakened. For the United Kingdom

this is not an unmixed blessing. But for the world as a

whole - and so for ourselves - lower oil prices should help

both to reduce inflation and to encourage increased

activity.

6. More important still, there are clear signs that the

world is breaking the inflationary habits of the 1970s. In

the past year the rate of increase in prices has fallen in

many countries more steeply than expected.

7. At the same time, interest rates have declined

substantially in almost every countryr includingr of

course, here. In the United States; 3-month interest rates

have almost halved compared to last summer's peaks,

though real interest rates remain high-.

8. Looking ahead, 1983 should see recovery in the

major economies gathering pace as the year goes on. This

should be accompa¡ied by a recovery of world trade.

9. However we c¿rnnot.expect a year of trouble-f¡ee

progless. The international community as a whole will

need to guard against threats to the recovery. Valuable

steps have been taken, by the IMFr by governments and by

the international financial community, to secure and

assist adjustment by major debtor countries. But there

remain major problems which will continue to require

careful handling and international iooperation. The

o ¡*¿t- - f¡r^^\
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dif f erences in performance by individual industrial

countries remain wide and create tensions which are

reflected in foreign exchange markets and in concern

about trade. The efforts of the US Administration to cut

back its daunting structural deficit are crucial to the

prospects for interest rates and future inflation, and

hence tecovery prospects, for us all.

10. Lower inflation and interest rates are the right

foundations for economic recovery - a recovery which will

be gradual, but will also be healthy and sustainable. They

reduce costs and provide room and encouragement, within

prudent fiscal and monetary objectives, for greater real

growth of activity.

11. This is the heart of .the'strategy agreed at last
'1

year's Versailles Summit and rèaffirmed most recently at

the IMF.Interim Committee meêting which I chaired last

month in Washington. It witl need persistence ai¡¿

political will to carry through: but it is backed by a broad

measure of international commitment.





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK D: THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

l. At home, the fina¡icial soundness of the economy is

more and more evident.

2,. Government spending is under control. The public

sector deficit, as a percentage of our domestic product, is

now one of the smallest in the industrialised world.

Monetary growth is towards the middle of the g-12 per

cent target range.

3. Last year we had a surplus on our balance of

payments current account of. E4I billion. Our share of

world export markets rose even when oil is left out of

account. Though smaller than last yeær we expect

another significant surplus on current account in 1983,

rather larger than that seen at the time of the Autumn

Statement. Total official external debt now stands at

around $12 billion, compared with $22 billion when we

took office. Britain's outstanding public sector debt is

smaller in relation to its trade than at any time since the

second World \4¡ar.

4. In our own economy overall demand has been

growing - at some 2-3 per cent a year in real terms since

the spring of 1981. This is a stronger growth in demand
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than in most other industrial countries. Indeed, as I said a

moment agor external demand has fallen. With this

weakness in overseas demand and some further rise in

imports, total output in this country increased last year

by only I per cent. Manufacturing recorded a¡other

slight fall. But in some sectors, such as construction, and

some service and. consumer good.s industries, the pÍcture is

already brighter.

5. The latest CBl'enquiry suggests that order books

have improved and that some modest rise in

manufacturing output is in prospect over the next few

months. We expect domestic demand to grow by 3 per

cent or more this year, and output to rise by some 2 per

cent. This is in line with, or a little faster than, the

projected growth in world ouiput.

6. Unemployment, however, remains tragically high. It

has indeed continued rising. But the rise has bben less

rapid than in 1980 or 1981. Unemployment has indeed

been rising faster in many other countries tha¡r it has

here; in the last year for example by a quarter in the

United States, by a third in Germany, and nearly 40 per

cent in the Netherlands compared with just over 10 per

cent here. This underlines the point that although we

went into recession rather earlier than most other

countries so too we have begun to emerge aÌ¡ead of the

rest.





7. But we must help those who suffer from
T"-. Éus
o.fr- tÀ-*.¡ unemployment. Our special employment and training

qfir f- UtA-¡ . measures next year will total around Ê2 billion, almost

five times as much

thousand people are

as in 1978-79. More than ó50

benefitting directly from these

measures.

8. While unemployment is high, it is right to look for

ways of encouraging those close to retirement to leave

the labour market. In the first place, some 751000 men

between the ages. of 60 and 65 are now required to

register at an unemployment benefit office, when all they

want is contribution credits to protect their entitlement

to pension when they reach q:. Fro¡n April, they will no

longer be reguired to do this. There will be a loss of

EZ million in contribution revenue from the 9,000 men

who will no longer need to pay voluntary contributions to

maintain their insurance record.s. This witl be a useful

way of helping men over 60 who would prefer not to work

to ease their way into retirement. Eïen if they take up

lower-paid or port-time work or participate in job-sharing

and their earnings fall below the lower earning limit for

contributions, their pension entitlement will be

safeguarded.
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as unemployed and are on supplementary
benefit, but have to wait a year, or until they reach 65,
before quarifying for the higher rong-term rate of benefit.
From I June they will qualify for the higher rate as soon
as they come onto supplementary benefit which means in
effect treating them as if they had reached pension age.
Thuy will thus have higher benefits, and will no longer be
expected to be available for work.

10. [We have extended the scope of the Job Release
Scheme, until March lgg4, to allow men over 62 and
women over 59 to retire early, making room for
employing someone from the register, if they so choose. I
can now Ernnounce a new scheme for part_time job
release, for the same categori.es of oider people who are
willing to give up at t.""t lìf their standard wcirking
hours so that someone else can be taken on for at least 15

9. Next,

registered

hours a week.

full-time rate.

October, and

there are some 4ZrO0O men over 60 who are

The allowances wilt be paid at half the

The scheme

should build up

will take effect .from 
t

to a register effect of
47'000' The gross cost is eåtimated at E5 million in r9g3-
84 and 850 million in I984_85.J

a





11. There is one other measure I am glad to announce.

As the House will recall, the November 1980 uprating of

unemployment benefit was abated by 5 per cent. rüe said

then we would review tåe position once it was brought

into tax. That happened in July last year. Hon Members

on both sides of the House have made clear their concern

about the continuing abatement. As my rt hon Friend the

Secretary of State for Social Services said when the

House last considered the issue, the Government accepted

in principle the case for restoration of the abatement. It

is now right to red.eem that pledge. The 5 per cent

abatement of unemployment benefit will be restored. from

this November's uprating.

1?. Our aim must be sustainable lower unemployment.

For that we must look for a larger share of rising demand

- demand in Britain as well as overseas - to be translated

into British output and British jobs. It is vital too that a

larger pioportion of the rise in demand should be

translated more into output and less into prices. There

are some encouraging signs. Labour productivity in

manufacturing has increasLd sharply - by some 13-14 per

cent over the last two years. Average pay settlements

have continued to fall - though not as fast as price

inflation - and cost competitiveness has improved. In the

less easily measured. areas of design, reliability, speed of

delivery and after-sales service, British firms are also

-improving their performance. Industrial profitability -

though still by historic standard.s very low - has also begun

to recover.

i
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13. We still have to reverse years of relative decline.

But our firms are now more competitive and better placed

to make inroads into home and overseas markets than for

many years.





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK E: INELATTON

1. Progress on retail price inflatÍon is
important precondition for higher output

the most

and lower

^( h 2il"(r t7

unemployment. It was on a rising trend when we came to
office. On most measures, it peaked at around Z0 per
cent in 1990. The reduction since then has 0".r, Uì*ll,
especia'y in retail price infration which is now down to
5 per cent' A' the main indicators suggest that infration
is now running well.% This achievement
has been brought about because of the consístency of the
policies wefrave pursued in the past four years. The lggl
Budget was the test and the..proof of our determination.
[In some ways it was the key'to the rapid prog"ess we

have seen.J

z' with the fat in the exchange rate some check in our
progress now is unavoidable. Inftation in retail prices may
be running in the fourth quarter of this year at about
6 per cent, a littte above what it is now, but still
substantially below its level of a year ago. Even so it
seems likely that the GDp deflator _ which is a measure
of prices across the whole economy _ will show a
continuing fall from Z per cent in lgg2_g3 to 5! per cent
next year.

4/L;
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3. The rise in retail price inflation should be

temporary. Our policies wiil maintain the downward

pressure on inflation just as they did after the exchange

rate fall in 1981.

4. Lower inflation is not just good in itself - though it
is. It also underpines a ¡eturn to lasting growth a¡d new

jobs in this country as ín the world economy as a whole.

It is a stimulus to real demand and to production.

5. Lower inflation expands real demand in several

ways. As inflation falls consumer spending tends to rise.

Savers, it appears, no longer have to put aside so much

just to maintain the purchasing power of their savings.

Over the past two yeats the savings ratio has fallen from

1ó per cent to 9 per cent and contributed to the recent

increase in consumer spending.

6. Lower inflation will lead to higher spending ;y
companies, both on stocks and on investment. By

contributing to lower interest rates, better profitabitity

and improved cash florn, the financial position of

companies is strengthened, encouraging new investment

and the creation of new jobs.

7. Lower inflation and interest rates also eases the

burden of mortgage interest. This helps house buyers and

in turn house buitding.





8. The announced cash programmes of the public

sector b.ry more real goods and services with lower

inflation. More generally, lower inflation within the

framework of the MTFS leaves more room for output to

rise a¡d without the threat of higher inflation later.

9. These are all factors contributing to increased

demand. They are evident in our own performance over

the past year when domestic demand has been strong but

overseas markets have been weak. Now that world

inflation is much lower the level of world demand should

rise over the next yea?. With inflation remaining under

control, we should Eee a revival of markets abroad as well

as continued growth of markets at home.

10. But lower inflation not.only helps with real dema¡rd.

It improves efficiency. It remoìes the uncertainty of high

and fluctuating prices, incomes and interest rates which

have bedêvilled our supply performance in the 1970s.

Long range decisions about investment are so much more

difficult against the background of high and variable rates

of inflation and interest." This is reinforced by the

distortions that high inflation rates bring to the tax

system. The efficient working of markets depends on a

reasonable stability of prices. High inflation blurs the

price signals in the economy and means that managers

have to spend time on coping rvith inflation that can

.better be spent on other more productive tasks.





I 1. Inf lation and uncertainty are also the enem ies of

good sense in pay bargaining and the enemies of jobs. The

understanding that the Government will not finance

higher inflation, has - in most cases - brought

commonsense back into wage bargaining. The relationship

between excessive wage increases and loss of jobs is now

. much more widely recognised. Still lower wage

settlements and still higher productivity remain vital to

our competitive position.

72, Today's tragically'high level of unemployment was

fostered by long years of high inflation. And by failure to

tackle it soon enough. And by failu¡e to keep up the

fight. \¡l¡e shall not make those mistakesç Y\





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK F: MONETARY pOLICy

l. There can no longer be any dispute that monetary

policy has a key part to play in the fight against inflation.

This is recognised by the markets, by governments in

other countries and it was of course a pillar of the last

Government's counter-inflation policy.

¿. ID judging whether monetary conditions ate

maintaining downward pressure on inflation we look at the

mea$.¡res of 'money supply and at other financial

indicators such as the exchange rate, rear interest rates,

and of cou.rse progress in reducing inflation itself. The

Red Book, now in a new format in line with the Autumn

Statement, includes a full discussíon of these matters.

3. During the course of 1982-83, financial cond.itions

have developed much as envisaged. In the yea¡ to
February, the growth of all three target aggregates was

within the target range of 8-12 per cent. other financial

indicators also pointed to moderately restrictive

monetary conditions. As in other industrial countries,

real interest rates remained positive throughout the year.

4. But with the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a
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substantial fall in interest rates was possible. By mid

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent.

They subseguently rose to around 1 I per cent, still very

substantially below the 16 per cent of November 19g1.

5. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong.

The weakening in November and December can be

attributed to external factors such as concern about oil

prices and sharp movements in the world's other major

currencies; there was. no laxity of financial policy at

home. Opposítion statements and election uncertainties

have also played a part, not only in the UK.

6. The fall in sterling that has taken place in the last

four months has to be seen against the background of

success in meeting our monetary and fiscal objectives.

Indeed it makes the objectives äd continued success in

meeting them all the more important. This will ensu¡e

that there is no surge in inflation. Meanwhile the lowei

exchange rate will give industry an opportunity to

improve its competitiveness - but only if other costs are

tightly restrained. That means moderation in pay above

all. Otherwise, the fall in the exchange rate will bring

only a temporary improvement to the measures that a¡e

often and rather misleadingly referred to as measures of

"competitiveness", and will not help in providing a

sustainable basis for an improvement in output and

employment.

I





7. Devaluation brought about b)' monetary and fiscal

laxity and sought as a deliberate act of policy is sheer

fotly. It is a signal to the world of a willingness to

accommodate rising inflation - an inflation that would

undoubtedly be fuelled by demands for higher wages to

offset its effects. Confidence would collapse. And jobs

would be destroyed.

8. Last year's MTFS set out a declining path for

monetary growth. Given the satisfactory developments of

the past year - monetary aggregates in the middle of the

ranger with continued success on inflation - no change in

the monetary ranges seems to be called fot. Àccordingly

I am setting the target for 1983-84 at 7-11 per cent as

foreshadow.ed a year ago. Again this will aPply to both

broad and nanow measures.of moneyr though, as I said

last year, Ml may for a time .grow rather faster tha¡r

indicated by the r¿Lnge. Given the prospect for continued

low inflation this tange gives scoPe for the rise in output

which we expect.

9. The establishment of the Medìum Term Financial

Strategy has been more than justified by its value as a

framework of fiscal and monetary discipline. One other

innovation has similarly proved its worth: namely our

decision to diversify our funding policy by securing a

larger contribution from the personal sector in the form

of National Savings and by making indexed as well as

conventional assets available. I intend to continue this

policy.
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10. The Department of National Savings is close to

achieving this year's target of Ê3 billion. For the coming

year, I am again setting a target of Ê3 billion. Nearly

[2 billion worth of indexed gilts have been issued over the

past year. It has been possible to dispense almost

completely with long term fixed interest stocks, which

has helped bring long rates down very nearly as much as

short râtês.

I
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BLOCK G: PUBLIC SECTOR BORROWING

1. Control of money needs to be supported by firm

control of public sector borrowing. Otherwise the result

is to push up interest rates, and create strains that are

likely to prove intolerable. Other countries understand

this. All too many have had to learn the hard way. This

country is not an exception.

2. A substantial reduction in public sector borrowing

over the medium term is a necessary part of the process

of reducing inflation. We have made good progïess.

During the latter half of the 19?0s, public borrowing took

upr on average, nearly 6 per cent of Gross Domestic

Product. In 19?5 the figure was as high as 10 per cent.

By l98t-82 it had fallen to 3l per cent of GDP or

E9 billion. For 1982-83 I budgeted for a public sector

borrowing requirement of Ê91 billion. The latest estimate

is for an outturn of [t8J bittion, equivalent to about

[3 ] per cent of GDP. Oil revenues in particular have

been substantially larger than expected.

3. For 1983-84 last year's Budget Statement suggested

a figure for the PSBR of. 2i per cent GDP' equivalent to

E8 billion at the level of money GDP now forecast. In

judging whether that figure is still appropriate' I have
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taken account of developments over the past year, and of

the main untertainties which now confront us. On

interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for continued

fiscal restraint. Interest rates, though lower than they

were, are still undesirably high both in nominal and in real

terms. The fact that the exchange rate has now moved to

a lower level eases financial pressures, particularly on

companies. At the same time it is important not to offset

the easing of fiscal and monetary conditions that lower

inflation produces within the financial framework we have

set.

4. I have also had to consider the implications of the

recent fall in oil prices and the continuing uncertainty

about future oil prices. In the last few weeks the price of

North Sea oil and the official lerm prices of OPEC crudes

have both fallen. These fatts ^are to be welcomed. In

1979-80 the world price of oil rose by more than 2l times.

Coming in the aftermath of the 1973 surge in oil prices, it

triggered off the deepest economic recession the world

has experienced since the war.

I

5. The recent reductions in oil prices will be

beneficial, particularly if they are followed by a period of

relative stability in the oil market. They will reduce

world inflation and stimulate the growth of world output

and trade. Of course they will also reduce the value of

our oil production, but oil accounts for only 5 per cent of

our National Income. The health of a much larger part of

a





our national economy depends on the state of the world

economy. Lower oil prices and lower inflation abroad

means lower prices here. A more prosperous world will in

time mean more output and jobs in Britain.

6. I must, of course, be mindful of the risk that oil

. prices may fatl further during this financial year and

cause public borrowing to be higher tha¡ I have plaaned.

Up to a point it would be right to let the public sector

deficit absorb the effects of the lower prices. The wider

effects of the lower oil price should enable a bigger PSBR

to be accommodated without upward pressures on interest

rates or money supply. It would plainly be wrong, as well

as impractical, to react to every change in the oil market

by changing taxes. Nonetheless, if the reduction in oil

prices s..meå likety to compromise the success of our

economic strategy, I would be rèady to take appropriate

corrective action.

7. Taking these factors into account, f have decided to

provide for a PSBR of Ê8 billion or 2t per cent of GDp, as

indicated in the Autumn statement published for the first

time last year. At that time I announced, a reduction in

the public sector burden on industry and commerce during

the year ahead of tf billion. After allowing for that and.

for the other changes announced in November the latest

forecasts suggest that there will be room, within a

borowing reguirement of [8 billion, for further real tax

cuts with a cost to the PSBR in 1983-84 of some
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î I I billion. This is consistent with a further ¡eduction in

public sector bonowing'in relation to the size of the

economy.

8. The Red Book gives revenue and expenditure

projections for the period up to 1985-8ó. These allow for
'a further decline in public sector borrowing over the

medium term. There is, of course, no certainty about the

precise figures. But they illustrate how lower borrowing

can be combined with lower taxes, within the framework

of policies designed to secure a further reduction in

inflation and interest rates.

[Possible discussion of a balanced budget to be added if

agreed. J

\>
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BLOCK H: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

1. Central to the restraint of borrowing is the restraint

of public expenditure. And the key to effective control of

public expenditure is that finance must determine

expenditure, not expenditure finance.

Z. The House debated last week the public expenditure

lVhite Paper which set out our plans for the years to

1985-8ó. Public expenditure is being held within the

levels set in earlier plans. The ratio of public expenditure

to GDP has been reduced ftom 44t per cent in 1981-gZ to

a planned 43å per cent in 1983-84. This ratio is the
Et{.**rJ

measure of the burdeñ¡yhich þublic expenditure places on

the rest of the economy. That burden is now being

reduced.

3. In working to get and keep public spending d.own we

have been helped by another important institutional

innovation which we have introduced: cash planning.

Improved control of expenditure has been an essential

factor in making possible the tax reductions I am

announcing today.

4. I shall also be announcing additions to certain public

spending programmes; but they will all be met from the

-f rì{?t
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Contingency Reserve; and so will not add to the planned

total of expenditure.

5. We have also maintained a strict control over the

running costs of Government itself, in particular,

manpower. By the end of this month we shall .have

reduced the numbers of the Civil Service to 6521000 - a

fall of 80,000 since 7979. f,fnir represents a saving this

year of illion in the Civil Service pay biU.fPl*r'{t fr0

and w
noìa,

M þ further reduction to 630,000 by
;s prq¡rrroct - 'ftt-¡' '

April 1984 Atþ target we set oursel ves on taking office¡
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK H: PT]BLIC EXPENDITUR-E

1. Central to the control of bonowing is the control of

public expenditure. On I February, we published the

public expenditure lVhite Paper setting out our plans for

the years to 1985-86 which the House debated last week.

Z, It remains our view, as I said in my first Budget

speech, that finance must determine expenditure, not

expenditure finance. The White Paper has been prepared

with that principle well in mind. Public expend.iture is

. being held within the levels set in earlier plans. In this we
lìdt<*:r ìrrt+r¡-t nelr:r\r."-
were helped by an, innovation lintröducedl rturing-tåe

cash pl
. \-)\rìp\^-^-:lS
rmprovement tn control o1 expenditure^has been
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essential factor making possible the tax reductions I am

announcing today. The cost of the adjustments and

additions to certain public spending programmes which I

am announcing this after¡ioon witl ;" met from the

Contingency Reserve: it will thus not add to the planned

total of expenditure.\¡
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3. In keeping a firm grip on expenditure generally we

have maintained a strict control over the running costs of

'/ rt2, Qovernment itself, in particular, manpower. By the end
4.\ bf

of this month we shall have reduced the numbers of the





Civil Service to 652,000 - a fall of 80,000 since t9?9.

This represents a saving this year of around 1590 million

in the Civil Service pay bill. We are on target for a

further reduction to 630,000 by April 1984.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK L SOCI.ÀL SECI'RITY

1. The biggest single element in public expenditure is

of course social ôecurity and to that I now turn. Social

security involves sums which even Chancellors find

staggering. During the coming year, expenditure is

expected to amount to over 834 billion. This is over a

quarter of all public expenditure. To raise the money

costs every household in the éountry 834 per week.

Z. It is traditioiral for Chancellors to announce at

Budget time the Government's intentions for the social

security uprating in the next November. I propose to

follow this tradition, but with^a difierence. With one

exception, which I shall come'.-to later, I shall not

annorr¡ce particular rates for any benefits. This is why.

3. As the House knows, since 1975 upratings have been

based on what is known as . the forecast method of

uprating. That is, they are Lased on our forecast of what

the rate of inflation will be at the time the uprating takes

place. This method has certain advantages. At times of

accelerating inflatíon, it should - if it works 
.properly 

-

help to ensure that benefit ¡ates are more nearly in line

with the rate of inflation at the time of the uprating.





a

4. But the method has not worked properly. Forecasts

of inflation'are by their nature uncertain. This leads to

increases larger or smaller than intended. In 1981 there

was an under-provision of Z per cent. Last year's uprating

included an over-provisÍon of about 2.7 per cent because

inflation fell faster than expected. The result is

confusing and uncertain for all concerned, and there have

been many representations from pensioners that it would

be better to return to the historic method, under which

upratings were based on actual past inflation.

5. We have therefore decided that we shall, from this

November, return'tó tlie historic method. The November

1983 uprating will be based on inflation in the year to May

1983, and subsequent years treated similarly. The'

necessary legislation will be introduced immediately.

''-'a

t'

6. Ctearly we cannot give ¡irecise figures for next

November's uprating until the May inflation figure .is

known, in June. But it is expected to be in the region of

4 per cent. Benefits which are regularly uprated including

Iinked public service pensions will be increased by
I

whatever the figure actually is, and no less. For

unemployment benefit this amount will be in addition to

the restoration of the 5 per cent abatement which I have

already mentioned. I shall come to child benefit in a

moment.





.-(
See alsq-L4. [¡ould this
point (if retained) look
better there?

7. The ef f ect will be that our pledge to maintain the

value of the pension over this Parliament's lifetime will

be maintained. As compared with a continuation of the

previous method, it see-ms likely - depending on the

precise figure for inflation in May - that benefits affected

will be increased by sigaificantly more than would have

been the case had the old system remained and an

adjustment made for the full amount of the over-provision

in November 1982. [At the same time I have decided to

propose a number of benefit improvements which will cost

an aditional 1100m in 1983-84. This extra cost will be

met out of the Contingency Reserve.J
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1. The social security provision which is most
peX* c.^tl¡ /t."r<

important to working familiesfuith low incomes, is Child

se,,erit.,, n,"lHìËf, " ffiJ -Lffiilin" 4
unemployment trap and so in our strategy of improving

incentives for everyone.

-/ilS
BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK J: CEII-[) BENEFTT

Z. For this reason I am glad to be able to tell the

House that from November 1.983 the rate will be

increased Ð tågt to Ê6.50. one parent benefit will

be correspondingly increased to 84.05. On the basis of our

inflation forecast
)
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK J: SOCru,L SECURIÎT

1. ft is traditional for Chancellors to announce

at Budget time the Governmentfs intentions for
the social security uprating in the next

November. I propose to follow this traditíon,
but r^¡ith a difference. lfith one exception, r,'hich

ï shall come to later, I shall not announce

particular rates for any benefits. îhÍs is rrhy.

2. As the House l<nours, si-nce 197, upratings

have been based on urhat is knovrn as the forecast

nethod of uprating. [hat is, they are based on

our forecast of what the rate of ínflation will
be at the time the uprating takes pIace. [his
method has certain advantages. ¡.t times of
accelerating inflation, it should if it rnrorks

properly - help to ensure that benefit rates are

more nearly in line with the rate of inflation
at the tirne of the uprating.

3. But the method has not worked properly.
Forecasts of inflation are by their nature

uncertain. lhis leads to increases larger
or smaller than intended. fn 1981 there u¡as

an under-provi-sion of 2%. Last yearrs uprating
included an over-provi-sion of about 2.1 per cent

because inflation fell faster than erpected.

BÏTDGTI SECRTT
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BÏIDGET SECRET

[he result is confusing and uncertaj-n for all
concerned, and there have been many representations
from pensioners that it would be better to return
to the historic method, under which uprating
were based on actual past inflation.

4. l,'Ie have therefore decitled that we shal1, from

this November, return to the hÍstoric method.

inflation in the year to May 195V, and subsequent

years treated similarly. The necessary legislation
v¡ill be introduced immediately.

5. Clearly we cannot give precise figures for
next November uprating until the Hay inflation
figure is knol¡n, in June. But it is expected tobe

4%.
in the region of / Benefits r¡¡hich are regularly
uprated including linked public service pensions

urilI be increased by v¡hatever the figure actually
is, and no less. For unenploynent benefit this
amount will be in addition to the restoration of
the 5 per cent abatement rn¡hich f have already

mentioned. T sha1l come to child benefit in
a moment.

6. [he effect r¡¡il]- be that our pledge to
maintain the value of the pension over this
Parliamentrs life tine will be maintained.

As compared r,vith a continuation of the previous

BUDGET SECRAI

2





BTTDGET SECNAI

method, it seems likely depending on the precise

figure for inflation in Hay - that benefits

affected will be increased by significantly more

than would have been the case had the old systen

re¡aained and an adjustment been made for the ful-l-

amount of the over-provision in November 1982.

.&t the same tir¿e I have decided to propose a

number of benefit improvements vrhich vrill cost

an additional 9'1O0m in 1987-Btv. fhis extra

cost vrill be net out of the Contingency Reserve.

7. I nou¡ come to the first of these benefit

improveraents. Tt concerns Child Benefit .....

BIIDGET SECRET

v
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK J: CHILD BENEFTT

1. The Government is proud of its record on child

benefit. rWe know how vital it is to millions of mothers

and particularly to working families with low incomes. As

such, it plays a vital part in action to alleviate the

unemployment trap a¡d thus in our strategy of improving

incentives for all sectors of the population

Z. Thus I am glad to announce that from

CST against ideas in 3-4.
But needs to be considered
with$y', q.v.

-1,J er^' -r-J öl\*, 2 å\tùÊ\-¡

November.1983 the rate will be increas:9 by ll per cent

to 86.50. On the basis of my inflation forecast of 6 per

cent in November, this will make its 1¡f vaf¡e higher

than it has ever been. One parent U"o"ii, wilt be

increased. correspondingty to 14-05.

3. lDecision-making is all about priorities. And in the

case of social security benefits the decision-making is

particularly difficult. Not only are the sums of mòney at

stake very large, but any one of us could make a case for
:

preferring one benefit to another.]

4. [But the total we can afford is, and always will bet

limiteà. The improvement in child benefit and the

restoration of the 5 per cent unemployment benefit are

Iikely to cost an additional 8100 million in 1983-84 over

ând above what has already been provided for. The

a

r\.4*+. \ ¡Æ-_& l[ eU .,





Government felt that in this case it was right to put the

needs of the unemployed, and of those with children,

above the desirability of giving benefits generally a

greater increase in real terms.]
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK K: OTIIER BENEFIITS, AND CHARITIES

Government also gives special priority to
cl,.j'a-t¿Q-2,\

help for the sick and .btÈelt¡, and for widows. I am

proposing further measures to increase that help.

Z. In my first Budget I exempted from tax war widorv's

pensions and widow's child dependency allowances. In

i980 I introduced a bereavement allowance to benefit

widows in the tax year of their husband's death. However,

because their incor¡e in that year is alread.y covered by

about Ê"*aä-" nervly rvidowed.

women receive no financial benefit from that allowance.

Accordingly, it will now be extended to cover the year

-i-r 65

¡(l- s;^sq 1e4t^
t þ,:\'.. .. +tA'a.^

fi,ric 1u...ø^e.
.f å...4.n.1 'l{.c'.¿ 3 1 J ¡. {.{

,fu);Ã (o,f

[w after the husbancl's death as well, ôt a cost of some

T.,r ;,ü;;: 
- 

^*^i, ; * =rr-,^
benefiting f¡om the bereavement allowance -r,',ill u¡cî-e,

t}ratr-AoifiEF

a
J We also intend to provide significant new help for.tr/ -¿,*¡ l\ about Q|,OOO invalidity pensioners. Until now this

vulnerable section of our society has, through thesß" ¿
-called "invalidity trap", been excluded from receivinCb

he Iong term rate of supplementary benef ;ì,, am glad to
+u lo,-*1 {,1* rc--r*,lÀh ô.¡{ø'Xrtt''i3
t("*o" rtf,C .f¡cj( q^ot &.¿ c./ ¿;.,.ol ¿-¡v 6o able to tell the House tt at we$åî""U to amend. the

u^¿v 6o &

I

l,: a,þt¿rL^h,e-\

sß regulations so that peoplef;ho have been on incapacity





S K benefits for a year will quatify for the long terrn

This will get rid of the so-called invalidity trap.

e will also be an increase from tZO to F-22.50 in

rate.

And

si{

L-&"-tL. \.r< ^!-Ld bq {lr ¿ tt"44, t(**

quite right too.

4.

the amount which disabled and chronically sick people can

earn before their benefit is reduced. ,Aagè-¡¡¡e---shall

crease from t¿r500 to 13,000 the lirnit above rvhich

savings disqualify people for supplementary benefit.

There will be an additional disregard. of Ê1500 for the

surrender value of life assurance policies. And rve shall

also increase to t500 the corresponding limit for single

payments of supplementary benefits to help with

exceptional expenditure.

5. We also propose to replace the vehicle scheme for

war pensioners with a cash allou'ance at a rate u'hich will

continue their traditional - preference over civilian

benefits.

6. These measures, taken together with the increase in
ÇL"r{ ff'4År¡tuÀ¡#.r

child benefit and one parent benefit¡the relaxation of the

ab at e m ent o f une m ploym ent b e.ne f i t, and-t+'-rex1Éffilo f
{to}loûg-te l add €t4å million to

!
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the social security
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€3€5 million in 1984-8

programme in 1983-84 and
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7. But caring means more than cash. N4any of the key

needs, for example, of the elderly, are tnet by voluntary

groups and charities. If they are to do all they can, rve

must help the helpers.

8. Once again we have been pressed to reimburse

charities for VAT on their taxable purchases. But,

however exhaustively and sympathetically we examine

this proposal, the difficulties remain and cannot be swept
.*{,- rr' ¡re"'-o-'* ¡<ø'rSaside. pd have of course been ablefo extend V:AT retiefs

for the disahlerl and charities servicing them. But a VAT

refund scheme would be expensive to operate and

indiscriminate in its effects, benefiting not only those

charities who clo valuable work in the community but also

- and sometimes dispElportionately so - many other bodies

with very limited or controversial aims which do not

command public support. So, as before, f have been

forced to conclude that we are right to channel our help

in other ways.

9. And we do intend to give charities all the help we

can. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax up tq a ceiling of

t3,000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from [200,000 to E¿50,000. I propose now

to carry these Z measures further by raising to Ê5,000 the

ceiling on higher rate relief 
. 
for gifts made by deed of





s(. ¿
covenant and by abolishing .eu.tr:igtrf the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests. All outright gifts and bequests to charities will

now be entirely free from CTT.

10. I have had representations about the position of

companies rvho would like to second their staff with pay,

to charities. At present the employee's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incurred by

the company wholly and exclusively for the purpose of its

business. For normal business expenses we must continue

to stick to that general principle. But I am satisfied that

it is right to make an exception in this limited case, so

that the tax rules do not hinder valuable gifts of skills and

experience. Companies which lend staff to work for

charities and continue to pay their salaries will now be

able to treat the cost as an allowable expense for tax

purposes.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK K: CARING AND CHARTTIES

1. There are other groups in our society to which any

Government must give a high priority. The measures f am

about to announce will be. a very real help to widows, to

the sick, and to the elderly.

Z. At present widows are,entitled to a bereavement

alloir¡ancê ïn the :tax- yeár oT théiü]hubbán'd's-deäth.'. But

because their- incorñe is alreadf coveiêil::by "'other

allowances about four out of five newly widowed wornen

receive no financial benefit from the -bereavement

allowance. The allowance will now be extended to cover

the year after the husbana's aeàttr as well. The cost will

,r, ,obe some [25 million a year. This is money well spe

assist widows with the problems of establishing their neiv

pattern of life.

3. \{e have also decíded on a number of other

improvements to benefits.

4. 'We a¡e able to announce today significant help for

about 70r000 invalidity pensioners. Until now this

vulnerable section of our society has been excluded from

receiving the long term rate of supplementary benefit.

This is part of the so-called "invalidity trapn. I am glad

i'





to say that My Rt Hon Friend Secretary of State for

Social Services intends to amend the regulations so that

people who have been on incapacity benefits for a year

will qualify for the long term rate.

5. There will be an increase from t20 to EZZ.50 in the

amount which disabled and chronically sick people can

earn before their benefit is reduced. We propose to

replace the vehicle scheme for war pensioners with a cash

allowa¡ce at a--rate-.which will continue their existing

preference over the civilian:'severely disabled. ïVe shall

increase to 831000 the limit above which savings

-disqu-alify. people Jor-supplementary -bþnefit. *Ttrere will

be an additional disregard. of Ê1500 for the surrender

value of life assurance policies. And lastly we shall

increase to Ê500 the conesponding limit for single
't,

payments of - supplementary ' ,benefits to help with

exceptional expenditure.

6. This cash assistance will be of real benefit. But

caring means more- than cash. Many of the needs (for

example) of the elderly ale met by voluntary groups and

charities. If they are to do all they can, we must help the

helpers.

?. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

. against higher rates of income tax up to a ceiling of

Ê31000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on
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exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of deáth from Ê200,000 to Ê250,000. I propose now

to carry these Z measures further by raising to Ê51000 the

ceiling on higher rate relief for gifts made by deed of

covenant and by abolishing entirely the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests. All outright gifts and bequests to charities will

now be free from CTT.

8. I have had representations about the position of

companies who are witling to second their staff with pay¡

to charities. At present the employeé's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incurred by

the compaay wholly and exclusively for the purpose of its

business. I wish to make it clea¡ that we shall ädhere to

this general principle for business expenses. But I am

satisfied that it is right to make a limited exception, so

that the tax rules do not hinder valuable gifts of skills and

experience.

I
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK L: HOME OWNERSIilP, HOUSING AND CONSTRITCTION

1. I come now to housing and the construction industry.

The whole House is, I know, anxious to see more done in

this direction. rtt¡ithin the public expenditure plans there

is provision for expenditure on construction in 1983-84 of

over 110 billion, a 10 per cent increase on the previous

year's expected outturn. We want this money used for

the purpose for which it is intended. To help with this we

shall be making certain changes in the rules.

Z. One of our highest priorities has always been the

extension of home-ownership. This Government has done

more than any other to encourage this. Since we came to

office almost * million public sector tenants have bought

their homes; and the fall in mortgage rates over the past

year has made it easier for first time buyers to meet the

costs of a mortgage.

3. But it is now clear that the 825,000 limit on

mortgage interest tax relief is beginning to hinder a

growing number of families who want to buy their first

home. I have therefore decided to increase the limit to

830,000. This will cost some 850 million in 1983-84d!

: it will hetp potential

homeowners and the construction industry alike. At the





t

same time I intend to remove an anomSly whereby a

borrower may get tax relief in excess of the ceiling for

both an ordinary mortgage and an interest free loan from

his employer.

4. I also propose to extend mortgage interest relief of

the kind already enjoyed by many employees, whose duties

prevent them living in their own homesr to self employed

people, like tenant farmers and tenant licensees, who

have a contractual requirement to live in accommodation

provided for them but who are also buying their own

homes. This will be accompanied by a similar extension

of the capital gains tax relief applying to a private

residence.

5. [Let me explain that I am not, by this relief to

tenant licensees, widening the scope of Government

policy to transfer public housing to private ownership.

Some Public Houses have their attractions. My aim is

simply to help tenant inn-keepers buying their own homes

elsewhere.l

6. lVe want to help people not only to own their own

homes but also to keep them in good repair. Last year I

announced a major attack on disrepair by increasing the

rates of repairs grant. This has proved very successful

indeed. Expenditure in 1982-83 will be twice that in

1981-82 and a further increase is expected this year.





7, \[e have already announced that the higher rates are

to continue until the end of 1983-84. And local

authorities have already been told they may spend without

limit on all improvement grants next year. To ensure that

we get the greatest impact from this initiativer the limits

on expenditure eligible for grant will be increased by

Z0 per cent.

8. Our main aim, of courser is to help people to help

themselves. But there are some areasr particularly in the

û:ner Cities, where decay in the private housing stock is

so bad that concerted action is needed. ïtle are

encouraging local authorities to tackle such areas by the

process known as enveloping - where the authority repairs

the external fabric of whole terraces or streets of houses

on behalf of the owners. This has proved a cost-eff
,-.t *jr tx a.il.¿"-¡

way .of improving an area, and
*ftâl\&aa¿ ls h^_"k¡tþ.t¿ og<gl-¿_o ..04 ¿2*14^Å*e*fi ^* ln c*&+

.SLf"Å*r ,

thor

under.t¡@

9. These two measures are likely to lead to additional

expenditure of some t60 million in 1983-84. In addition

my RHF the Secretary of State for the Environment is

today announcing further measures to encourage local

authorities to make full use of the resources available to

them for capital investment.

10. I myself can announce three further steps to help

the construction industrY.

ective
I ec"--L
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11, First, in 1981 I introduced a scheme to defer

Development Land Tax on developments for the owners'

own use. The scheme, which is due to end in April 1984,

has proved valuable. I propose, thereforer to extend it to
,/

Xt/ April 1986, at a cost ofsome E4 million in a full year.

12. Secondly, stock relief will from today be available

for houses accepted by builders in part exchange on the

sale of a new house for the personal use of an ind.ividual

or his family. This reflects current developments in the

industry and will cost !5 million in a full year.

/

13. Third, I propose to increase from 10 per cent to

25 per cent the proportion of office space tt Or**r5"r*.*_"

qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance -¡ft't icit I

increased in 19g1. T't cosr ;ÅL b4 a,óo,^r fze ,t*tc-.-
L\ ". F--u fñ

14, Coming on top of measures in my last three Budgets

providing he - including substantial relief on Stamp Duty -l1!.r

effect of the new measures I have announced should give
7/rftç\

a substantial boost to the construction industr¡Jtrflorie of

them, on their own, might seem small beer, F:eþa3't*t*
inn-keepers.

¡lworth e 8350 million
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK L: HOME OWNERSIilP, HOUSING AND CONSTRITCTION

Home ownership has always been one of out highest

priorities. This Government has done more than any other

to home ownership. Since we came to office almost

l million public sector tenants have bought their homes;

and the falt in mortgage rates over the past year has

made it easier for first time buyers to meet the costs of a

mortgage.

Z. But it is now clear that the EZ5r000 limit on tax

relief is beginning to hinder many who want to own their

own house. This limit was fixed in 19?4 and its value has

been eroded by inflation. An i4crease in the limit has also

been urged upon me by many of the bodies concerned with

housing construction. I have therefore decided to

increase the figure to 8301000. This will co'st some

tg50l million in 1983-84 antl [Ê85] million in a fuil year'

and will help potential houseowners and the construction

industry alike. 
i

3. f also propose to extend mortgage interest relief to

self employed people like tenant licensees who have a

contractual requirement to live in provided

accommodation, but who are also buying their own homes.





\

4, [It may be appropriate here to mention that from

April mortgage borrowers will see the effects of the move

to interest relief at sourcer known as MIRAS' This

follows legislation under last year's Finance Act' Under

MIRAS people will no longer get their tax relief in the

form of reductions in the tax that is taken from their pay

packet. Instead it will take the form of reduced payments

to the building societY or bank'

5. This is an important simplification of

administration. It will ensure prompt relief at the right

level. The net effect on individual borrowers IDay differ

according to their circumstances but there will be no

change in the amount of tax relief']

6. r/fe want to help people to own their own houses'

1Ve are also committed to helping in.- to keep them in

good repair. Last year I annòunced a major attack on

disrepair by increasing the rates of repairs grant' This

has proved very successful indeed and is making a real -

impact on the froblem. The initiative is therefore to be

continued until the end of 1983-84' '

7. Local authorities have already ,been told they may

spend without limit on these and other improvement

grants this year. I now proPose to increase the exPense

limits for repairs grants to ensure that all necessary costs

can be met. The limits will be increased from 85000 to

E5500inLondonandfromE4000toE4500elsewhere.The

cost will be Ê10 million Per annum'





8. Our main aim, of courser is to help people to help

themselves. But there are some areasr particularly in the

Inner Cities, where decay in the private housing stock is

so bad that concerted action is needed. ïtle are

encouraging local authorities to tackle such areas by the

process known as enveloping - where the authority repairs

the external fabric of whole terraces or streets of houses

on behalf of the owners. This has proved a cost-effective

way of improving an arear and I propose now to make

850 mÍllion additional' resources available to authorities

for approved enveloping schemes to be undertaken during

1983-84.

9. Alt these measures will help the 
- 
construction

industry. f now announce [threeJ further steps.

10. First, I propose certain .lì*g"" to stock ""ii"i to

help the house buitd.ing industry. From today stock relief

will be available for houses accepted by builders in part

exchange on the bale of a new house for personal use of an

individual or his family. This reflects current
:

developments in the industrY.

11. In 1981 I introduced a scheme to defer DLT on

developments for the owner's own use. The scheme ends

in April 1984. I propose to extend it to Aprit 1986. This

I
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will be a bonus and longer time in which to make their

development plans. The cost will amount to E5 million in

a full year.

12, Finally¡ I am concerned that we should do what we

can to avoid major underspending on capital by both local

authorities and by nationalised industries. Within the

public expenditure plans there is provision for expenditure

on construction in 1983-84 of over Ê10 billion, a 10 per

cent increase on the previous year. We want this money

used for the purpose for which it is intended. Accordingly

we shall be making certain changes in the rules to lrelp

Friend the Chief Secretary will¡- oJ*, with this. [My

say more on this

IDeroofingJ

debates.l

I
{;
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK M: INDIRECT TAxEs

1. Which brings me, of course, to the excise duties and

other indi¡ect taxes.

Z. I propose no change in the present rate of VAT.

3. fn successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise dr¡ties shoukl he

adjusted broadly in line with the movement of prices from

one year to the next. This is essential if we are to

maintain the right balance between direct and indirect

taxes.

4, This year too I intend to follow the same approach.

But our success in reducing inflation means that the

increases I shall be announcing will be much smaller than

in recent years. The additional revenue I shall be seeking

from duty changes this year is about half of the

comparable figure in 1980 and 1982 and about a quarter of

that in 1981.

5. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. I

propose to increase the duties from midnight tonight by

amounts which represent, including VAT, about 25 pence

on a bottle of spirits, 5 pence on a bottle of table wine, 7





I

pence on a bottle of sherry and one penny on the price of

a typical pint of beer. On cider, which is increasingly

competing with beer, I propose a similar increase of one

penny a pint.

6, As for tobacco, I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VATr of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be consequential

increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco which is of particular interest

to pensioners. These changes will take ef fect from

midnight, Thursday.

7. Next, the oil duties. I am conscious of the concern

felt by a number of my hon Friends about the effects of

increases in the duties on petrol and derv. But at a time

when world oil prices are falling it would not be right to

allow the real value of the duties to be eroded

significantly. I propose therefore to increase the duty on

petrol by about 4p a gallon or -'[0.9p-a'-]ttre'-1} including

VAT. In the case of derv I propose an increase, including

VAT, of about 3p a gallon {or under 0.7pa-*itref. These

changes will take effect for oil delivered from refineries

and warehouses from 6 pm tonight.

8. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. The real burden of this

duty will thus have been reduced since 1980 by some

20 per cent. This will be of considerable continuing

LY;,





assistance to industry, since it will help to hold dorvn its

energy costs.

9. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and light vans the duty will

be increased by Ê5, from t80 to t85. On goods vehicles,

the new duty structure introduced last year atlo*s me to

spread the burden more fairly. In order to bring the rates

of duty more nearly into line with the costs the various

categories of lorry impose on the road system I propose to

increase the duty on some 1901000 heavy vehicles. This

rlìeans that I shall, on the same lines, be able to reduce by

approximately 10 per cent the rates of duty on some

315,000 lighter commercial vehicles. These changes will

take effect from tomorrow.

10. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise additi-onal revenue of some f600 miltion a

year. But let me emphasise again that this implies

virtually no change in the real burden of indirect taxes in

1983-84. The immediate effect will be to add about

0.4 per cent to the overall level of prices. This has, of

course, been fully taken into account in the price

forecasts which I have gi.run to the House.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK M: INDIRECT TAXES

t. I come now to the indirect taxes. First, VAT. I

propose no change in the present rate.

Z. In successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise duties should be

adjusted broadly in line with the movement of prices from

one year to the next. This is essential if we are to

maintain an appropriate balance between the direct and

the indirect taxes. This year too I intend to fbllow the

same approach. But our success in reducing inflation

means that the increases I shall be announcing will be

smaller than in recent years.

(
tr
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3. I sta¡t with the duties on alcoholic drinks. 'I

propose to increase the duties from midnight tonight by

amounts which represent, including VAT, about 25 pence

on a bottle of spirits 5 pence on a bottle of table wine¡ ?

pence on a bottle of sherry and one penny on the price of

a typical pint of beer. Cider is increasingly competing

with beer and I propose a similar increase of one penny a

pint.

4. Next, tobacco. I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VAT; of 3 pence on the price of a





packet of Z0 cigarettes.

increases for cigars and

increase for pipe tobacco.

from mídnight, Thursday.

There u'ill be consequential

hand-rolling tobacco, but no

These changes will take effect

5. Next¡ the oil duties. I am conscious of the concern

felt by a number of my hon Friends about the effects of

increases in the duties on petrol and derv. But it would

not be right to allow the real value of the duties to be

eroded significantly, particularly when oil prices are

fatling. The continuing need for conservation of our

energy resources must also be taken into account. I

propose therefore to increase the duty on petrol by about

4p. a gallon or 0.9p a litre, including VAT. In the case of

derv I propose an increase, including VAT, of about 3p a

gallon or under 0.?p a litre. These changes will take

effect for oil delivered from i'efirr"rr." and warehouses

from ó pm tonight.

6. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. This wilt represent a

reduction in real terms of some 20 per cent in the duty
I

burden since it was last increased in 1980 and will assist

industry by holding down its energy costs.

7. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and tight vans the duty wÍll

be increased by Ê,5, from 180 to 885. On goods vehiclest

the new duty structure introduced last year allows me to

i





spread the burden more fairly. In order to bring the rates

of duty mord nearly into line with the costs the various

categories of lony impose on the road system I propose to

increase the duty on some 1901000 heavy vehicles. This

means that I shall, on the same linesr be able to reducet

by approximately 10 per cent the rates of duty on some

3151000 lighter commercial vehicles. These changes will

take effect from tomorrow.

8. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise an addiiional Ê590 million in 1983-84 and
i

Ê600 million in a full year. This implies a virtually

unchanged. real burden of indirect taxes in 1983-84. Tt¡e

immediate effect will be to add about 0.4 per cent to the

overall level of prices.
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BLOCK N: NORTH SEA OIL REGIME

1. I corne now to North Sea tax. The development of

the North Sea is an achievement of private enterprise'and

the result of a huge co-operative effort involving

hundreds of companies and thousands of people. We want

this to continue, despite changes in oilfield economics.

Tax is not the only factor. Steps taken by the industry to

cut costs, and the future level of oil prices, will be at

least as important. But the fiscal regime must adapt as

well.

Z. I am therefore proposing a substantially Eore

favourable regime to assist the companies as they move

on to develop new fields, together with a package of
Ot Cf,,,l'!1

relief on current fields to help finance new fütdrepåcrfir

which will be worth more than Ê800 million over the next

4 years, starting with Ê115 million in 1983-84.

3. To encourage further exploration and appraisal, I

propose immediate relief against Petroleum Revenue Tax

for expenditure íncurred after today in searching for oil

and appraising discovered reserves.

4. For future fields I propose two important new

incentives. First, the oil allowance will be doubled for

,rJLrJ

)





them. Second, my rt hon Friend the Secretary of State

for Energy will be taking steps to abolish royalties for

such fields. These changes will apply to future fields

where development consent has been given on or after

1 April 1982, with the exception of the relatively more

profitable Southern Basin and onshore fields. I am ready

to discuss with the industry whether there i, . ,r""d to

extend these incentives to the Southern Basin fields. If I

were to be persuaded of the need, any extension would be

backd.ated to development consents issued after today.

5. Most existing fields make good profits. But to

improve current cash flow, I have decided progressively to

phase out Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start,

the 20 per cent rate will be reduced. to 15 per cent from

1 July, and APRT will disappear completely by the end of

1986.

6. An Inland Revenue press release will give further

details, and also describe other proposed changes in oil

taxation. They include, following the Consultative

Document published last May, proposals on PRT reliefs

for expenditure on shared assets such as pipelines, a¡¡d for

charging related receipts. ïre proposals will give

significant additional relief on expenditure a¡¡d will

exempt tariffs on half a million tonnes of oil a year from

each field using a pipeline. This will encourage the shared

use of these assets.





(' 7. I believe ttrat my proposals will nrovidg the indugtry

with the right fiscal incenti.,., forrSorther PþA^Á.

successful development of the country's North Sea

lêSOlllCêS.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK O: BUSINESS - NIS, CT, INTERNATIONAL BITSINESS

1. From one key industry I turn now to business .and

industry as a whole. Our living standards and jobs depend

on our ability to sell and compete, producing the right

goods and services at the right time and the right price.

The main responsibility for achieving this lies with

industry and commerce. But Government can help by

reducing the burdens it places on business.

?,. These can be twofold. High inflation and excessive

public borrowing has in the past kept interest rates and
h)c. Aoyl

business costs higher than they need have been. ThaFhes
ñôct¿ prìltlt¡à ðT Fu$r-g thrrl rì¿¡Lt

b€elræ*igbt. , But Government also imposes direct

^burdens on business, and here too we have acted to help

cut costs. I have given high priority to reducing the

National Insurance Surcharge (NIS), the tax on jobs first

introduced and then increased by our Labour predecessors.

3. [I suppose that, to be scrupulously fair, I ought in
AL^lf* -*

au'*l

¿'.il (.,

('
i', íri..:l'rh iy,¿{v¡,,:ir ,/

-lL:" fact to point out that NIS as pact

of, 7977. A child of unmarried parents, in short - so f'm

not sure what I should call it. lvYhat is clear is that,

though there have since been some changes of partners,

none of the parties on the benches opposite can deny

responsibility for it.l

l<1*t1

iir'1 '' ' i1i
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4. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3 å per cent to

2t per cent. In November f announced that, for 1983-84,

the rate would be further cut to 1l per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangements to enable half of that

cut of 1 per cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

5. I now propose that the rate be reduced. from 1l per

cent to 1 per cent from August 1983. As before, the

benefits will be confined to the private sector. This cut is
{arf

worth another Wþitti" in 1983-94 and nearly

Ê400 million in a full year.

6. The surcharge was 3 å per cent when this

government took office. We are now well on the way to

abolishing it. The reduction from 3å per cent to one per

cent will be worth nearly tZ billion to private business in

a full year.

7. On Corporation Tax, a Green paper was issued over

a year ago. I am grateful for the many thoughtful

responses. They raise a wide range
¡r\rt{ h q,ut Û|f,[,¡{tÅ. C^ra¡q,'..uedl

of issues which êååts
e il5

.fu¡¡tþe¡--cenfi+¡*{*ion. But there is one impression that

stands out.

8. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability in the Corporation Tax regime. I

recognise the force in this. Change is not costless. I have

therefore concluded that there should be no change in the





broad structure of the present arrangements. As regards

the taxation of inflationary profits, I await the outcome

of the accountancy profession's further consid.erations.

í"*o¡C Â¡rr¡raxr Scr1A r{âtlÈf elenge.f O{ ulrùt
9, .Sot{¡t\ßJn*sï Ccr¡a, ,Acka ct tlùrlt 

^F{G^¡iho C'

10. At present, advance corporation tax can be carried

back two years to be set against corporation tax. I

propose to extend this over a period to six years. I also

propose that the incidental business costs of issuing

acceptance credits and of issuing certain convertible loan

stocks should be allowable expenses for corporation tax

purposes. There are other areas where we need to make

Au:ß rrrûre progress, including the tax treatment of groups and .

tt^t-+¡o{ C y l'le^t'ñAn &rcú* çn 'l>*¿ -''

capital allowances for amA.*lg - fu (rOr- ( ra.+*vcr-

C¡.:rr/r.n ft¿ ø"^¿ ,r -c(*r {' 
¿*t U-r<tL . authorising the Inland Revenue to look further at these

issues, and. to consult on them where necessary.

11. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

measures concerning company residence and upstream

loans. Both need further consideration.

72. On tax havens, however, I propose to move clauses

which take account of the recent consultations. These

will not come into effect until April 1984.
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13. This change should be considered alongside one

other proposal that flows from the Corporation Tax Green

Paper. At present credit for foreign tax on overseas

income is only allowed against such part of a company's

corporation tax liability as remains after deduction of

ACT. As a result of representations received in response

to the Green Paper, I propose that from April 1984 this

double tax relief should be allowed against the full

corporation tax tiability before ACT is deducted.

1,4, As I have said, my proposals on tax havens and tl$sû-

proEÍlcarl ¿t¡¡üqÞ on ACT and double tax relief have to be

seen together. Between them they will not involve any

increase in the total burden of tax on international

business. But they do mean a switch in the tax burden

away from those who remit profits home and towards

those who accumulate surplus cash balances in tax havens

overseas. I am sure the House will agree that this is

right.

15. e future scale rates for

measuring the benefits from company cars lråich-a¡+s+ill

suhsta*Èia:1.. Recent increases have been at a rate of
aI l¡-* ,A¡ l¡".r"'.4* ,,,i r t p.LL g-É-Êt"/',rtcz-åt+*-+-æ-,.-

20 per cen This year with
Crð

19

16. I have also decided to legislate to bring into tax

f#^ ï^el the benefit from

lñ'ß

/hJß 'iL*,'l aÇn,+.-^¡
,L.¿a-.. ,i.f 4ìv
lùc^eþ,

c'lo¿"tr í'
i.i.¿t,ì.. r (

1L. .ltt"a^-t t.. c¡<-p,.a.t. t, , t,t n¡¡,Ç ta
.LQ t'a-) cat (-rl ScoJtn t¿t*"+
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scholarships provided by employers for the children of

their hi em s.

17. I propose too to remove an anomaly by whích some
þ'nfn^

trÇ@^have their tax bílls artificially

reduced because their employers do not account for PAYE

at the right time and then pay over too little. I also

propose with.. effect from April 1984 to increase
| ,w^,,,^¡n"

substantially the ec*¡*+*'" tax p¿1ç66ç6 of the benefit

gained by an employee who occupies rent-free or at a
y1aç3 f{-.

very low

employer.

18. The House witl be aware of instances of tax

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief¡ and

through the exploitation of so-called second hand bonds. I

propose legislation to deal with these abuses and also to

improve the arrangements for collecting DLT on disposals

by non-residents.

19. And now a word about banks. I said last year that

we would be giving further thought to the problem of how

best to ensure a sufficient contribution to tax revenues by

the banking sector. I have examined the position with

grea t care I am still not convinced that it is entirely

satisfactory. But the conclusions to which this might

normally have led have to be tempered by the

international and domestic pressures on the banking

Ér^rÊ

/h".ii

a.ch,\^ t¡^^n/-

qrrfrt
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system. UK banks are certainly in a stronger position to

deal with these pressures than are banks ín some other

countries. But it would still not be sensible to take action

them I I havewhich might now weaken

concluded that there should

tax regime for banks.

\ 4r'øht¿'-**
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20. Finally for the company sector, I propose some

changes that will bring real help to small companies. At

present the small companies rate of corporation tax is

40 per cent and applies to taxable profits up to Ê90,000.

The 52 per cent rate is payable at Ê2251000. Between

these two figures, profits are subject to a marginal rate

of 60 per cent. I propose to reduce the 40 per cent rate

to 38 per cent, to raise the lower _limit of Ê90,000 to

9100,000 and to raise the upper limit from f225,000 to

Ê500,000.

?,L When this Government came into office the

marginal rate stood at just over 6ó per cent. The changes

that I am proposing today will bring it down to 55* per

cent - only a little above the main 52 per cent rate.

These changes will concentrate the help that I can give on

the many small and medium-sized enterprises with

taxable profits of up to Êl million.

l+"'"
ZZ. The cost ot ËtfCorporation Tax

t40 million in 1983-84 and 870 million irr{ttFG+. Ë. Ê.^c{

,a/
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK O: BUSINESS - NIS AND CT

1. Our living standards and jobs depend on our ability

to sell and compete. The main responsibility for

containing costs and improving competitiveness lies with

industry and commerce. What Government can do is to

ieduce the burden it places on business. Lower inflation

and control of public borrowing help towards lower

interest rates and lower business costs.

Z. But Government imposes direct burdens on business,

and here too we have acted to help cut costs. I have

given high priority to reducing the National Insurance

Surcharge (NIS), the tax on jobs introduced and increased

by our Labour predecessors.

3. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3l per cent to

2l per cent. In November I announced that, for 1'983-84t

the rate would be further cut to 1l per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangeinents to enable half of this cut

of 1 per cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

4. I now propose to take a further step towards

abolition of NIS. The rate will be reduced from 1l per

cent to 1 per cent from August 1983. As beforer the

.benefits will be confined to the private sector. This cut is

t





worth yet another Ê220 million in 1983-84 a¡d nearly

t400 million in a full year. NIS was 3l per cent when this

government took office. I propose that it should be 1 per

cent from August. Overall this reduction is worth nearly

ÊZ billion to private business in a full year.

5. Turning to Corporation Tax, we issued a Green

Paper over a yeat ago. I am grateful for the many

thoughtful responses. These raise a wide range of issues

which call for careful examination. Some would benefit

from further consultation. But there is one that stands

out.

6. Tl'ris is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability. I recognise the force in this.

Change is not costless. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no change ii .t}re broad structure of the

present arrangements. As ,eg"tds inflation and profits, I

await the outcome of tbe accountancy profession's further

considerations.

7. [However in the light of responses to the Green

Paper, I am able to Propose two small developments.

First I propose that the incidental costs of issuing

acceptance credits and of issuing certain convertible loan

stock should be allowable expenses for corporation tax

purposes. Secondly I am authorising the Inland Revenue

to undertake further study, with consultation as

necessary, of areas where we need måke more Progresst

Could look derisory
response tcj Green PaPer:
for the debates?

r{( *^-, _
e^*-cr^
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including the tax treatment of groups' and capital

allowances for the mìning industry.]

8. Finally I propose some changes to help small

companies. At present the small companies rate of

corporation tax is at 40 per cent and applies to taxable

profits up to 8901000. The 52 per cent rate is payable at

EZZSTOOO. Between these two figures, profits are subject

to a transitional marginal rate of 60 per cent. I propose

to reduce the 40 per cent rate to 38 per cent, to raise the

lower limit of 890,000 to Ê1001000 and to raise the upper

limit from EZZSTOOO to 8500,000.

9. This will reduce the transitional marginal rate to

551 per cent - only a little above the main 52 per cent

rate. These changes will give help to the many small and
':^

medium-sized enterprises with taxable profits of .up. to

El million

11. The cost of these changes will be Ê40million in

1983-84 and 870 million in 1984-85.

I
t

t
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK P: ENTERPRISE AND BUSINESS

1. The tax system used to work against enterprise and

small business. It now works increasingly in their favour.

Z. The results are already evident. Some say Britain

now offers a more attractive tax environment for venture

capital and for the micro-electronics revolution than

Germany. This was not so five years ago.

3. f now propose.further action in a number of areas.

4. Firstl wÍder share ownership. It is important that

people should be able to identify closely with the success

of the businesses in which they work. The measures we

have already introduced have encouraged a quarter of a

million employees to become sha¡eholders. But it would

be right to make the profit sharing schemes more

attractive. I therefore proPose that companies may

either give shares to employees to the value of_81-2J9., or

to the value of 10 pcr cent of their salaryr up to a

maximum of Ê5000 per a¡rnum.

5. Share options for senior m¿ìnagers also provide an

important incentive. Last year I introduced arrangements

t-o spread the income tax burden that can arise when an

option is exercised. I propose this year to increase the

.z





instalment period from 3 years to 5 years' I also proPose

to increase the monthly limit on save As You Earn linked

share optíon schemes from t50 to t?5' These schemes

already cover 100,000 employees. This will further

encourage their growth. The total cost of these measures

will be 820 million in 1983-84 and some [40 miltion in a

full year.

6. I also want to ease the dif ficulties when the

employees of a company seek to buy the business for

which they work. The transformation that followed the

employee buy out of the National Freight Company shows

how valuable this can be. where an employee controlled

company is being set up I propose that the employees

should benefit from interest relief on loans they take out

to buy shares in it. The House might like to know that

under our privatisation programme [ ] thousand

employees have now acquired' shares in their own

companies.

7. Capital taxes can suffocate enterprise' Last year

we took the major step of indexing capital gains' It is

clearly appropriate to provide a period of stability to let

the new structure settle in. We have already announced

that administrative measures will be introduced to help

large institutional investors. f now propose that, as the

legislation provides¡ the annual exempt amounts for

individuals and for trustees should be increased in line

with inflation. I also Propose to increase from t 1 to

i





t20,000 the limits on the relief for small part disposals of

Iand and for residential letting.

8. I propose to double the present retirement relief

from 850,000 to ÊlO0'000. This will further encourage

entrepreneurs to keep money in their business where it

can work to best effect. Areas of this relief are not

satisfactory and we shall be consulting on this in a longer

time scale.

9. The cost of all these CGT

f 15 million in a full year. There

measures will be

will be no cost in

1 983-84.

[10. On capital transfer tax, I atn concerned thatr except

at the bottom of the scale, the tax is still more onerous in

real terms than when it was i¡troduced by the Rt Hon
i..

Member for Leeds East. Unfortunately I can make little

real reduction this year.J

11. I propose to increase the threshold and rate band's

broadly in line with indexatÍon. As a råsult the threshold

will rise from f55r000 to [60'000.

72. I am particularly concerned about the impact of the

tax on businesses. It can damage their continuÍty and act

as a disincentive to entrepreneurs. In farming, it seems

to be contributing to a reduction in the farms available

for letting and so inhibiting new entrants into the

¿
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industry. I therefore propose to increase relief for

minority sháreholders in unquoted companies and for let

agricultural land from 20 per cent to 40 per cent.

13. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be Ê20 million in 1983-84 and 855 mitlîon in a full

year.

74. I propose a number of other measures to help small

firms. I propose to increase the VAT registration

threshold with effect from midnight tonight from E1?r000

to 818,000 in line with inflation. I have alrady discussed

the small companies rate of Corporation Tax.

15. I propose to increase from Ê200 to Ê11000 the de

minimis limit for assessment of investment íncome
\.-

apportioned to the members of 'a. close company.
t,\

16. The cost of these measures will be E5 million in

1983-84 and Ê10 million in 1984-85.

L7. Now, innovation and technology. I proPose to

increase from 10 per cent to 25 per cent the permissible

proportion of office space in buildings qualifying for the

industrial buildings allowance. This additional flexibility

will be of particular value in the high technology

industries as these often need relatively large amounts of

space for design and computer based activitires. It will

cost about EZS million in a full year. I also propose to





extend the 100 per cent first year allowance for rented

teletext receivers until June 1984 and for British films

until March 1987. The cost of these last two measures

will be 8100 millíon in the period up to 1988.

18. f now come to public expenditure measures for the

encouragement of industry and enterprise that will be

worth Ê185 million over the next three years.

19. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit

by the current recession. Small engineering firms are

even more important in that region than in other parts of

the economy. They need help to modernise and re-build

their strength. I propose, therefore, to make available an

extra El00.million over the next 3 years to enable my

RIIF the Secretary of State. for Industry to re-open the

Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme. Ttre scheme

is open to qualifying firms in any arear but, as one would

expect, a'high proportion of the first allocation went to

firms in the \¡fest Midlands. The new, and much largert

allocation will I hope be of substantial further help to the

region, as well as to :the small engineering firms

generally.

ZA. A new range of grants will be provided to enable

firms to buy computer systems to improve productivity.

ZL. At the moment grants are available for research and

development but not for bringing new products into





production. A nerv grant rvill be introduced to support the

initial investment reguired for this.

ZZ. There witl also be an increase ín expenditure on

DOI's manufacturing & design advisory services. These

provide small firms with a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highly

successful.

23. If My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry is lucky ettough to catch your eyer Mr Speaker, at
i

a later stage in this debate, he will describe these

measures in more detail.

?.4. Last year I extended t¡e small workshop scheme by

two years for very small industrial units. This year I want

to encourage the conversion "oJ more old buildings into
ì..

thriving workshops: I propose to àllow all such units in a

singte converted building to qualify for 100 per cent first

year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.





z6.Nowlcometotheimportantmatteroffinancefor

business.

Z?. The revival of the corporate bond market would help

both companÍes and monetary policy' Lower long term

interest rates are the key to this' But there are also a

number of ways of giving companies greater flexibility in

the nature and timing of the bonds they issue'

1Z8. A cgnsultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 12 January. It set out a range of optionst

includinganaccrualsbasisoftaxationasintheUnited

States. I am grateful to those \Àtho responded'

Zg. There rvas considerable support for an arangement

under which the borrower would get relief on an accruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect' lCapital

optionl





30. Companies will still be able to issue conventional or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend the range of

options. In addition, the Bank of England's management

of the new issues queue will continue to give companies

flexibílity in coming to the markets of the kind the recent

introduction of shelf registration has provided in the

United States.

31. I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this cpuntry and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance
''

credits. We will be issuing a consultative document on

the possibitities for streamtining stamp duty.

32. The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another important

innovation. My Hon Friend the .Parliamentary Under-

Secretary of State for Industry f,." conducted a thorough

review of the scheme with the help of outside corrsultant".

He wilt be making a full statement tomonow. It is clear'

that the scheme has been a great success. Indeed over

EZóO million has been lent to some 8000 companies and it

is close to its t300 miltion ceiling. I am pleased to say

that this ceiling will be raised to 8540 million to enable

the scheme to run its full three year course to May 1984.

33. On 3 March f announced to the House the

publication of the report of the working party on

freeports under the Chairmanship of my hon friend, the

Eêonomic Secretary to the Treasury. f can now inform





the House that the Government accePts the r.eport and

rvill implement its recommendations. Legislation will

therefore be introduced in the Finance Bill to enable

selected freeport sites to be designated. Freeports are a

new trading concept for the United Kingdom and I regard

it as essential to make a careful test of the facilities they

offer. As the report recommended, therefore, freeports

will be established in two or three locations on an

experimental basis. Widspread consultation wíll be

needed before the sites are chosen.

34. Lastly, f come to a matter of the gleatest

importancet the Business Start-up Scheme. This schemet

announced in my 1981 Budget Statement, is without equal

anywhere in the world. It offers uniquely generous tax

incentives to outside investors in small companies' When

I introduced the scheme I thought it right to give priority

to investment in business start-ups, where there is often

greatest.dif ficulty in raising outside equity finance'

35. I now propose a major extension of the scheme' It is

due to end in April 1984. 
. 
The life of the scheme will be

extended to April 198?. The coverage will be greatly

widened. From 6 April next the scheme will applyt not

just to new companies, but to all qualifying established

unquoted trading companies as well. I propose also to

double the allowable maximum investment in any year

from 8201000 to 8401000. A number of other changes will

be made to improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per





cent limit on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost

of these chairges is difficult to estimate but could be

875 million in a full year.

36. These proposals will transform the position of

unguoted trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a

furthér move towards removing the bias in the tax system

against the personal shareholder, and will encourage wider

share. ownership. By concentrating help on those

companies which do not have ready access to outside

capital the scheme will assist pany more small companies

to realise their undoubted potential for' growth. The

extended scheme will be known as the Business Expansion

Scheme.

37. Our constant concern as a government has been to

improve the competitive enviroìrment for businesses a¡d
'\L 

,rna,people who work in them. These proposals. mark a fu

stage in this direction.

I
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BT'ÐGET SECRET

BLOCK P: ENTERPRISE

1. Small and medium sized enterprises are indeed a

major source of new wealth for the nation and, above.all,

of new jobs. I shall, therefore, propose today a series of

measures which witl foster their growth¡ greatly

extending the measures I have already introduced, and

whose results are already evident. Britain is now said to

offer a more attractive tax envlronment than Germany

for venture capital and for the micro-electronics

revolution. This was not so five years ago.

Z. I now propose further action in a number of areas.

3. I want more people to share in the ownership of the

companies for which they work. It is both a good

incentive and a good way for people to build up a capital

stake. The measures so far introduced have already
A't'o^^'f

brought us to the position where(a guarter of a million
\

employees receive shares each year.

4, \[e must do better still. I want to make the

Employee Profit Sharing Scheme more attractive and

more flexible, while still open to all employees. I

therefore propose that companies may give shares each

year to employees to the lt+u of Ê1250, or to the value
4i^J^-? )

of 10 per cent of their olej_un to a maximum of 15000.

This new freedom will provide still further encouragement

to management, upon whom so much depends.

.t
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5. Share options for senior managels also provide ar¡

important incentive. Last year I introduced arrangements

to spread the income tax burden that can arise when an

option is exercised. I propose this year to increase the

instalment period from three years to five years.

6. Save As You Earn linked share option schemes
ôãi¡

already cover1100,000 employees. The monthly limit on
ñ

contributions with tax relief now stands at !50. In order

to encourage further growth I propose increasing it to

875. The total cost of all these share incentive measures

will be Ê20 miltion in 1983-84 and some Ê35 million in a

full year.

7. I also want to ease the difficulties when the

employees of a company seek to buy the business for

which they work. The transformation that followed the

employee buy out of the National Freight Company shows

how valuable this can be. In
-f*I"r- ¡a r+ * *â*

borrowed to

qeenrg and{ to encourage similar successrl propose that

where an employee.controlled company is being set up the

employees should benefit from interest relief on loans

they take out to buy shares in it.

8. Capital taxes can suffocate enterprise, I-ast year

we took the major step of indexing capital gains. It is

clearly appropriate to provide a period of stability to let

the new structure settle in. \,[¡e have already announced

order
* l"to 

those who
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that administrative measures will be introduced to help

large institutional investors. f now propose thatr as the

legislation provides, the annual exempt amounts for

individuals and for trustees should be increased in line

with inflation. The small gifts exemption, which is now of

little practical significance, will be withdrawn. Alrd 'I

propose to increase to Ê201000 the limits on the relief for

small part disposals of land and for residential letting.

9, I propose to double the present retirement relieft

ralslng it to 8100'000. This will further encourage

entrepreneurs to keep money in their business where it

can work to best effect. There are, however, features of

this relief which are unsatisfactory, and I am therefore

authorising the Inland Revenue to consult about these

wider aspects over a longer timescale.

10. The cost of all these CGT measutes will be

Ê15 million in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84.

11. On capital transfer tax, I propose to increase the

threshold and rate bands broadly in line with indexation.

As a result the threshold will rise from 8551000 to

860,000.

1,2. I am particularly concerned that the prospect of

capital transfer tax may still discourage those who are

contemplating investing capital in small businesses. It
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may also be one of tre_factors ¡educing the number qf

farms available for letting. I therefore propose to

increase relief for minority shareholders in unquoted

companies and for let agricultural land from 20 per cent

to 30 per cent.

13. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be [20 million in 1983-84 and Ê55 million in a full

year. Other minor changes to CTT and CGT are set out in

fintana Revenue press notic6,

14. I propose two other measures to help small firms.

The VAT registration threshold will be increased with

effect from midnight tonight from Ê17,000 to 81810 00

15. And I propose to increase from t200 to Ê1'000 the

de minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close company.

af
16.

ô
cost of ffi E5million in a

lcJd'¿.r a*.r. T'*',r¡
', j¿jåÉv3 *c

P-U ,^dy,y
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full year.

77. Now, innovation and technology. I have already

announced an increase in the proportion of office space in

buildings qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance.

This additional flexibility will be of particular value in the

high technology industriesr which often need relatively

large amounts of space for dèsign and computer based

activities. It will cost about EZs million in a fuII year.

{'u" Çur¡
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On the tax side I also propose to extend the 100 per cent

first year allowance for rented teletext receivers until

May 1984, and for British films until March 1987. The

cost of these two measures will
r,30
frþllmillion in a full

L/ðr (
I i.i r¡ ." ¡t <-lv-r year.

18. On the public expenditure side, I propose a range of

measures for the encouragement of industry and

enterprise worth 8185 million over the next three years.

19. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit

by the current recession. Small engineering firms are

even more important in that region than in other parts of

the economy. They need help to modernise and re-build

their strength. I propose, thereforer to make available an

extra 8100 mitlion over the next 3 years to enable my

RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to re-open the

Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme.

20. The Scheme is already a proven successs 1750

applications were received last year and more than 1400

offers of assistance have been made. It is open to

qualifying firms in any area; butr as one would expectr a

high proportion of the first allocation went to firms in the

West Midlands. The new, and much larger, allocation will

I hope be of substantial further help to the region¡ as well

as to small engineering firms generally.

Sl
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Zl. In the field of information technology, further

assistance will be available to enable firms to evaluate

the benefits of computer aids for production management,

and for the development of innovative software products.

developm

22. At the moment grants are available for research and

evelopment but

Pe

ini+ia

23. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

Department of Industry's manufacturing & design advisory

services. These provide small firms with a free

introduction to private sector consultancy services, and

have proved highly successful.

24, My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry may have an opportunity, at a later stage in this

debate, to describe these measures in more detail. Taken

together with measures previously announced, they will

me¿ut that government assistance on new technology and
ç{¡"-.^!.}¿A

"/ nñ, |( innovation will have

t ïEs since the Government took office.

25. Last year I extended the small workshop scheme by

two years for very small industrial units. The scheme is

ü.nt t-r,
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proving very effective in promoting the provision of

premises for new businesses. This year I want to

encourage the conversion of more old buildings into

thriving workshops: I propose to allow all such units in a

single converted building to qualify for 100 per cent first

year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.

26. Now I come to the important matter of finance for

business¡ on which I have major improvements to propose.

27. Companies and monetary policy alike woutd both

benefit from a revival of the corporate bond market.

Lower long term interest rates are the key to this. But

there are also a number of ways of giving companies

greater flexibility in the nature and timing of the bonds

they issue.

28. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 12 January. It set out a range of options,

including €Ln accruals basis of taxation as in the United

States. I am grateful to those who responded.

¿9. There was considerable support for an arrangement

under which the borrower would get relief on an accruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.
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30. companies will still be able to isstie coñventionai or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend. the range of

options. In addition, the Bank of England's management

of the new issues queue will continue to give companies

flexibility in coming to the markets of the kind the recent

introduction of shelf registration has provided ù the

United States.

31. I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance

credits.

3?. lvVe will be issuing on ?1 March a consultative

document on the possibilities for streamlining stamp d.uty.

33. The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another important

innovation. My Hon Friend the parliamentary Under-

secretary of state for Industry has conducted a thorough

review of the scheme with the help of outside consultants.

He will be making a full statement tomorrow. It is clear

that the scheme has usefully encouraged lending to the

small firms sector. 
5ïf 

t3o0 million has been tent to

some 9,000 "o*o"'rurffi{ew businesses. As a

result, the scheme is now close to its present ceiling of

t300 million. This ceiling will therefore be raised to

8600 million to enable the scheme to run its full three

year course to May 1984, {*ra we may need to seek the

House's approval for an increase in the statutory limit for

this purpo "".1

t/ fr\^J K.





34. On 3 March I informed the House about the

publication of the report of the working party on

freeports, under the Chairmanship of my hon friend, the

Economic Secretary to the Treasury. I can now tell the

House that the Government accepts the report and will

implement its recommendations. Legislation pill

therefore be introduced in the Finance Bill to enable

selected freeport sites to be designated.

35. Freeports Íue a new trading concept for the United

Kingdom and I regard it as essential to make a careful

test of the facilities they offer. As the report

recommended, therefore, the first step is to establish

freeports on an experimental basis in two or three

locations. \4lidspread. consultation will be needed before

the sites are chosen

36. Last, but far from least, the Business Start-up

Scheme. This scheme, announced in my 1981 Budget

Statement, offers uniquely generous tax incentives to

outside investors in small companies. It is not bettered

anywhere in the world. But I now intend to better it.

37. lVhen I introduced the scheme I thought it right to

give priority to investment in business start-ups, where

there is often greatest difficulty in raising outside equity

finance.
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38. I now propose a major extension of-the scheme. 'It

was due to end in April 1984. The life of the new,

extended scheme will run to April 198?. From 6 April the

coverage will be greatly widened, to include TTtr

ryf1tl.e1eTry qualifying established unquoted trading

companies as well. I propose also to double the allowable

maximum investment in any year from Ê201000 to

e40r000. A number of other changes will be made to

improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per cent limit

on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost of these

changes is difficult to estimate, but could be [?5 million

in a full year.

39. These proposals will transform the position of

unquoted trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a

further move towards removing the bias in the tax system

against the personal shareholder, and is another measure

in this Budget that will encourage wider share ownership.

By concentrating help on those companies which do not

have ready access to outside capital the scheme will

assist many more small and medium companies to realise

their undoubted potential for growth. The new, extend.ed

scheme will be known as the Business Expansion Scheme.

40. Our constant concern as a government has been to

improve the competitive environment for businesses and

people who work in them. These proposals mark a further

major step in that direction.





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK Q: F'ISCAL JITSTICE

1. Taxation is all about balance - between industry and

persons, lenders and borrowers, rich and poor. All

Chancellors try to take account of these in their positive

proposals. But they also have to take account of them

negatively, where the system develops injustices on one

side or another. I have a number of proposals to make

which I think are needed to rigllt some such imbalances.

2. I propose to introduce legislation to. tackle

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief, and

through the exploitation of sojctled second hand bonds. I

propose to improve the "rt.rrg..ènts for collecting bLT

on disposais by non-residents.

3. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of
i

consultation. I have decided"not to proceed this year with

measures concerning comp¿ìny residence and upstream

loans. Both need further consideration.

4. However on tax havens I propose to move clauses

will be laid, which take account of the recent

consultations. These will come into effect from

April 1984.

t





5. Credit for foreign tax on overseas income is only

allowed against such part of a company's corporation tax

liability as remains after deduction of ACT. I propose

that from April 1984 this double tax relief be allowed

against the full corporation tax liability before ACT is

deducted.

ó. My proposäls on tax havens and changes on ACT and

double tax relief have to be seen together. Between them

they do not represent any increase in the total burden of

tax on international business. But they do mean a switch

in the burden towards those who accumulate surplus cash

balances in tax.havens overseas, and away from those who

remit profits home. I am sure the House witl agree that

this is right.

7. Each year I announce the future scale rates for

measuring the benefits from company cars. Recent

increases.have been at a rate of 20 per cent. This year to

reflect our success in reducing the inflation rater I

propose that with effect from April 1984 the scales for

both car and car fuel benefits should be increased by

15 per cent.

8. I have also decided to legislate to bring into tax

from the next academic year the benefit from

scholarships provided by employers for the children of

their higher paid employees.

I





9. I propose to remove an anomaly by rvhich some

higher paid êmployees have their tax bitls artificially

reduced because their employers do not account for PAYE

at the right time and then pay over too little' I also

propose with eff ect from April 1984 to increase

substantially the measure of the benefit gained by an

employee who occupies rent-free or at a very low rent

expensive accommodation owned by his employer'

10. Finally, banks. I said last year we would be giving

further thought to the problem of how best to ensure a

sufficient contribution to tax revenues'by the banking

sector. I have examined the position with great care'

ll¡Vhat I have seen has not convinced me that it is

satisfactory. But the conclusions this might normally

have led to have had to be tempered by the international

and domestic pressures on the'banking system. I belÍeve

,n"r.UK banks are in a stronger position to deal with

pressures than banks in some other countries' But] it

would still not be sensible to take action which might now

weaken British banks. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no cha:rges.this year in the tax regime for

banks.

IOther points to mention:

relief f,rom CGT from non-resident trust

beneficiaries

non-residents domiciled here's CGT on bank

accounts overseas

double charge to tax when husband and wife

have company cars]

,l
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK R: PERSOIüAL TAX

1. In 1979 I reduced the basic rate of income tax from

33 per cent to 30 per cent, and cut the top rates. That

was one of the first, and most radical, of the many

changes that found a place in my first four Budgets. This

year we can cut personal taxation again. But ï do not

propose any further reductions in rates. For the reasons I

have just given it is thresholds and allowances that must

take priority.

2. Two years ago, in order to curb inflation and allow

lower interest rates, income tax allowances were not

raised at all. That was a difficult decision, but necessary

in the circumstances. And it has since brought great

benefits. It was the firmness of that 1981 Budget, wlrieh

h
tJlßh

paved the way

towards the lower inflation and lower interest rates,

which today offer the prospect of lasting economic

recovery.

3. It is right that the benefit of the sacrifices of 1981

should be enjoyed now by those who made them then.





4. Last year I increased tax thresholds and bands by

14 per cent. That was 2 per cent more than the amount

necessary to compensate for inflation. This year I also

propose a similar increase - not 2 per cent over inflation,

but 14 per cent in all. And because inflation is so much

lower that now represents a real increase of not 2 per

cent, but 8å per cent.

5. My proposal means that income tax thresholds

should be increased for the single person from Ê15ó5 to

Ê1785 and, for the married person f'rom 12445 to 82795.

The additional personal allowance paid to single parents,

and the widows'bereavement allowance, will be increased

in consequence from Ê880 to Ê1010. Corresponding

increases will be made in the age allowance, the higher

rate thresholds and bands and the threshold for the

investment income surcharge.

6. Effect wilt be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day after 10 May. For a married man

on the basic rate they will be worth EZ a week. The cost

to the PSBR, above indexation, will be over El billion

which is accommodated within plans for a PSBR of

[8 billion next year. Including indexation, the total

revenue foregone will amount to some EZ billion in

1983-84 and ÊZt billion in a full year. Some 1å million

fewer people will pay tax in 1983-84 than if thresholds

had remained at their present levels.

7. This is entirely right, and will be widely welcomed.





BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK R: PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES

1. The measures I have announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and help in a full year amounting to

over Êl Uiilion. This comes in addition to the help to

business worth another El Uittion which I announced ín the

autumn.

Z. Any Chancellor, whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as nowr'tax reductions, faces a difficult choice

between the claims of different groups. But this dilemma

is less acute than it is sometimes represented. Any

reduction in the level of taxes helps to ease a bu¡den on
.

the economy.

3. Reductions in personal taxation themselves help

businesses and employment. Indeed, it is those who work

in business who mainly determine business success. For

years in Britain the tax åystem and tax burden have

discouraged individual effort, commitment and enterprise.

By strengthening incentives through lower personal taxes,

Government can help increase the commitment to

business success at every level. And if the State takes
J+t\-^ u L-,,

less of what people earn,

Suggest omìt: if so,
then why not more; also
sounds reflationist.

fr çr*t^)-
--po¿eration--¡n pay demands and settlements. lI-ike lower
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Tbe same considerations led me to direct over two thirds

of the real tax reductions in my l98Z Budget

industry to help cash flow and rebuild profits.

Budget, the balance can

opposite direction.

rightly swing a little

towards

In this

. in the

t\ L-\--^ ù.-ta t^û.-\?

ó. However, because of our success in controlling

public spending, the choice is less stark now. I am able to

combine the significant measures of direct tax relief to

industry and enterprise which I have just announced with a

substantial measure of direct,tax relief to people.

7 The unfairnesses and absurdities in the tax and

social security systems give further compelling reasons to

move in that direction. Those who claim to have found a

quick, cheap way to put them right -deceive themselves.

The so-called unemployment .,and poverty traps 'have

grown up because Governments for 30 years or more have

increased benefits in line with earnings but raisêd

personal tax thresholds only in line with prices. .In 1950

the tax threshold for a married man with two children was

set at average earnings. ¡It is now hardly tnore than a

third of average earnings. And he finds himself paying

tax at a marginal rate of 39 per cent at [ ] a week. At

the same time, to limit the rising burden of the social

security budget, means-testing was applied to some

[40] benefits.
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inflation, personal tax cuts stimulate demand for

industry's products. And, again like lower inflation, and

unlike policies for higher Government spending and

borrowing, they improve-the prospect of meeting that

demand successfully. In these waysr] Tax cuts for people

themselves provide a vital stimulus for lasting growth and

jobs.

4. Any reduction in tax will to some extent help

overseas suppliers, who have captured a large share of

some parts of the domestic market. But many of the

figures quoted are greatly exaggerated, and we should not
.-'1€-

forget tha t com not just individuals, buy from

overseas. To tilt tax cuts entirely to business is no

solution to our propensity to buy from abroad. That has

to be found in better competitiveness.

5. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget Î

have taken into account the measures I announced in the

Autumn which will directly help to reduce the growth in

business costs. I have also taken into account the lower

level of the exchange rate. ,As I said in my Budget Speech

two years ago, exchange rate changes have the effect of

altering the distribution of incomes between companies

and persons. A higher excharige rate boosts personal

spending powerr but it squeezes the profits of companies

exposed to international compétition. In my 1981 Budgett

personal income tax thresholds remained unchanged in

order in part to be able to offer some help to companies.

L
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8. The result is that in the unemployment trap people

are little or no better off in rvork than they are on social

security. And in the poverty trap those in work find their

increase in earnings results in very little or no increase in

their spending power. The effects are seen above all in

weakened incentives and the growth of the black

economy.

9. lvVhat has occurred over 30 years cannot be put right

in one Budget or one Parliament. These problems have

not arisen¡ moreoverr because Government spends too
l

little, but because it has spent and taxed too much.

Hígher public spending is not an €Lnswer because it leads

sooner or later to higher taxation. The substantial

increase which I have proposed in Child Benêfit will

improve work incentives for the low paid. But it is only

by limiting public spending and so making scope for higher

personal tax thresholds that the problem can be tackled.

This is what I now propose.

I
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK S: PERSONAL TAX

1. In my first Budget I reduced the basic rate from

33 per cent to 30 per cent and cut the top rates. That

was one of the first, and by-+o*""#d*.st radical

change of the many that found a place in the first of my

four Budgets. This year I do not propose any further

reductions in rates. For the reasons I have just given

thresholds and allowances must take priority.

Z. Two years ago in order to curb inflation and allow

lower interest rates, I decided that income tax allownces

could not be raised at all. That was a difficult but

necessary decision in the ciriugrstances. And it was the

firmness of that 1981 Budget whièh has since allowed me

to propose substantial tax reductions in two subsequent

budgets as we1l. It also allowed the lower inflation a¡rd

interest rates which today offer the best prospect of

lasting economic recovery.

3. It is right that the benefit of that restraint should

now be enjoyed in particular by those who had to make

sacrifices then. But of course increases must still be held

to what can be afforded.





4. Last year I increased tax thresholds and bands by

14 per cent.' That was 2 per cent more than the amount

necessary to compensate for inflation. This year I also

propose an increase of 14 per cent. But because inflation

is so much lower that now represents 8l per cent, not

2 per cent, more than is necessary to compensate for

inflation in the past year.

5. I propose that income tax thresholds be increased

for the single person from Ê1565 to 81785 and, for the

married person from 82455 .to 82795. The additional

personal allowance paid to single parents will be

increased. in conseguence from q880 to 81010.

Corresponding increases will be made in the age

allowance, the higher rate thresholds and band! and the

threshold for the investment income surcharge.

6. Effect will be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day after 5 May. For a married man on

the basic rate they will be worth EZ a week. They will

cost some EZ biltion in 1983-84 and fZl billion in a full

year. Some 1å mittion people will be taken out of the tax

net.

7. For the vast majority of people the income tax

reductions will more than offset the NIC increases that

take effect from April. I am sure they will be widely

welcomed.

(
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK T: CONCLUSION

3. But policie.s are only a means to an end.

ultimate aim we must keep in view. And this
.*-^--O ,t t¡.^r ¿.<¡- .) \ cr¡.-rl.¡

l. At the start of my speech I referred to the

objectives this Government adopted in 1979, These

remain. !þic ¡'rt¡n*ry{ra&-gieat nesd-of-corrti:rufqr-ard
1-eoasist¡ney--o+-poticy. t+-isa þk of continuity and

"on"irt.r,$lX*,nu past uÈrieb--¡a.s, contributed ^so

substantially to our economic problems and the present

tragic level of unemploy-"rrt. -1-J ¿-^-{n .J k'.t;^t
IL*,r r\^, I--^t- ÉJ,.À).

Z. Only by 'maintaining 
sound policies can we assure

the recovery on a sustainable basis. Such policies are

consistent. with real reductions in taxation, as I have

shown today and in my Budget last year. Indeed such

;
reductions stem from such policies; without such policies :'

they would not be possibler or sustainable.

It is the

ultimate
{

n
aim must

-s¡¿
orosperitv-i+) R¡'--sust@ forw--d tlfl

tfris Budget is a further step in that direction. I1ççV v s¡J

commend it to the house.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK S: CONCLUSION

1. At the start of my speech I referred to. the

objectives this Government adopted in 1979, to which we

have held, and still hold. Lack of continuity and

consistency of policy has contributed substantially to

Britain's post-war history of economic difficulty and

rising unemployment. That continuity and consistency has

now been provided.

2. It has created, and will continue to create, the

foundation for sustainable recovery.

3. Sound policies are fully consistent with real

reductions in taxation, as last year's Budget, and today's

demonstrates. Indeed such reductions flow precisely from

such policies; without such policies they would not be

possible, or sustainable.

4. Provided the country continues to recognise the

need for sound policies - provided it continues to resist

irresponsible prescriptions and proferred p¿¡.naceas,

national economic recovery and the reduction of

unemployment are now attainable. This Budget is a

further step in that direction. I commend it to the House.
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4. l. t"judging the right balance to strike in this Budget I

have taken into account the measures I announced in the

Autumn which will directryE"hq rea,rce firrfaræajl
business costs. I have also taken into account the lower

level of the exchange rate. As I said in my Budget Speech

two years agor exchange rate changes alter the

distribution of incomes between companies and persons.

A higher exchange rate boosts personal spending Powert

but it squeezes the profits of companies exposed to

international competition. Consequently, in my 1981

Budget, personal income tax thresholds remained

unchanged in order in part to be able to offer some help

I - ra; t'""rt\¿
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over two

Budget to

profits.

same considerations led me to direct

in my 1982

and rebuild
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Fe
3. if business the same share of

total taxes in 7983-84 as paid in 797B-29,/
t
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'_ i . -¡-n-¡tfS--¡ç¿e--a¡ø:ef-* then it would be paying St hÀe
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#a more than {r-orecast for the comin-q year-

fì¡
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obvious
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ôt IhÌ
from all quarters å*+'lrye House. f, don I t believe

any hon member would suggest business and industry

can pay more tax.

É S rru.'.¡
4. But I have had to recoup that *lr-¡ I Lrave

this å¡À .fhí'rcrl. c¿Gr¡h^
had to do/a-eainst. the needlt-o @.,. -
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¿there ar-e few hon members wlio Lrave not urged

increases, rather than cuts, upon the Government.
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rqlno alternative
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realíty: spending at current levelsr which many

regard as too low, together with current leve1s

of tax on business, which many regard as too
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high, have to a position where there

o high leveI-s of tax on
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BLOCK Q: PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES

1. The measures I have announced so

help businesses in the first instance. I es

3

far largely to

that theyate

will provide relief and help in a full amounting to

over [å billion. This comes in tion to the help to

business worth another Ê å which I announced in the

autumn.

Z. Any Chancellorr..whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as now, t reductions, faces a difficult choice

between the s of different groups. But this dilemma

is less acu than it is sometimes represented. Any

reduction the level of taxes helps to ease a burden on

the

uw
Z, ¿ffteductions in personal taxation themselves help

businesses and employment. Indeedr it is those who work

in business who mainly determine business .,r""".rrlf,""'ä'succesTror
years in Britain the tax system and 

¿lax 
burden have

discouraged individual effortr commitment and enterprise.

By strengthening incentives through lower personal taxest

Government can help increase the commitment to

business success at every level. Not least because when

the State takes less of what people earn, there is less

justification for excessive pay demands and settlements.

A-". fu t+.".*t t^./L I lrua^-rt UX W
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And of course cuts in personal tax provide a vital

for lasting growth and jobs.

4. In judging the right balance to strike in this I

have taken into account the measures I in the

Autumn which will directly help to reduce growth. in

business costs. I have also taken into t the lower

level of the exchange rate. As I said in Budget Speech
{'

two years agor exchange rate

distribution of incomes between c

alfer, the

anies and persons.

A higher exchange rate boosts

but it squeezes the profits o

spending powert

companies exposed to

international competition.

Budget, personal income

uently, in my 1981

tax thresholds remained

unchanged in order in be able to offer some help

to companies. The s considerations led me to direct

over two thirds of real tax reductions in my 1982

to help cash flow and rebuildBudget towards

profits. In this get, the balance can rightf 
"rvirrg 

.

am

little in the te direction.

5. Ha y, because of our success in controlling public

spendin the choice is less stark now than in the past. I

to combine the significant measures of direct tax

re f to industry and enterprise which I have just

ced with a substantial measure of direct tax relief

to people.

(,&att-t*
6. Acknowledged unfairnesses and atdilirs produced

by the overlap between tax and social security systems

give further compelling reasons to move in that direction.

S î. - ¡..¡¡ ¡rt
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It makes no sense that people on low incomes should be

paying such large amounts of tax. And low tax thresholds

are of course an important part of the so-called poverty

and unemployment trap. These traps mean that some of

those out of work who could find a job, and some of those

in work who could find a better one, do not do so because

they would end up no better off, with all or more of their

increase in income taken in tax and national insurance

contributions, or lost in benefits foregone.

7. This is a situation that demands reform. But those

who claím to have found a quick, cheap way to dispose of

the poverty and unemployment traps deceive themselves.

The problem has grown up almost entirely because

Governments for thirty years or more have increased

benefits in line
t¡Ilûh Acvt S

thresholds only

L^ úL

L

h,,*t".l
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ch d

tå¡eeåc'lt-{cr a married man

average earnings. Today more than a third of q/4rl

average At the same time, to limit the rising Èdh+

burden of the social security budgetr means-testing has

been applied to a wide range of benefits..

8. A situation that has built up over thirty years

cannot be put right in one Budget or one Parliament.

These problems have arisen, moreoverr not because

Government spends too littler but because successive

Governments have spent and taxed too much. The

substantial increase which I have proposed in Child

Benefit will improve work incentives for the low paid.
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And several of the measures we have taken since 19?9

have reduced the unemployment trap. But it is only by
@

limiting pubtic slendine4md so making icope for higher

personal tax thresholds that we can make a start on

tackling the problem at its roots, as f now propose.

I
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BI.IDGFìT SPFIECH FIFTH DR.AFT

You asked the Minister of State (C) to look again at Block I
(Socíal Security) of the Budget Speech, particularly the reference
to public service pensions in paragraph 6. The MinÍster has no

detailed amendments to suggest.

However, the Minister remains profoundly disturbed at the basic
change in determining pensions increases - it will be seen as a
devise to reduce pensions and to ffclaw backft or adjust for the 1982

overshoot. The Mi-nister fears that it will danage the whole Budget

and the Governmentts whole political'stance in the nrn up to the
El-ection. Almost certainJ-y it wil1- be repudiated by all the other
Parties and. by some of Governmentts own backbenchers.

Even at this late stage the Miníster wishes that the decision could
be reconsid.ered. But if not, he suppo¡ts Adam Ridleyts view that
it should not be al1-owed to break upon an unsuspecting House; much

better that warning be given by rrleaksrr this weekend. And these
could be accompanied by efforts to reduce expectations - perhaps

using oil price decreases as the reason.
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BUDGET SPEECH - FIFTH DRAFT

I attach our comments on the fifth draft of the Speech (put to the
Chancellor on 4 lr{arch but not seen by us until l4onday afternoon) .

Some of these are amendments I had already given to Margartet O'Mara
by phone, but some are new. I realise that it may now be too late
tó get these incorporated in the sixth draft, but perhaps they can be
picked up next time round?

I am copying this to Steve Robson and Davj-d Norgrove.
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gUOCPI SECRET

BI¡CK R: PEOPTJ AI'TD BUSINESSES

l.ThemeasureslhaveãrD,nouncedsofargolargelyto

help busiuesses id the first insta¡ce. I estimate that"thery

will provide relief and help id a full year aEounting to

over f I billion. This comes in addition to the belp to

business wortb a¡rother El bitlion which r announced i¡ the

autut¡n.

Z. Any Cbanêellof, whether he is proposing í¡creases i:¡

tax or¡ as Dow, tai reductions, faces a difficult cboice

betrpeen the claims of different groups. But this dilemma

is less acute tha¡ it is sometimes rePresented. ADy

reduction Ín the level of taxes helps to ease a bu¡den on

the ecououY.

3. Reductioas in . personal taxation themselves help

busi:¡esses and employmeut. Indeed¡ it is those who work

in busi¡ess who mainly determine business success. For

years ia Britain tbe tax system a¡rd tax burdeo i"o"

d.iscouraged inrlivÍdual effort¡ commitm ent a¡d enterprise.

By streugthening incentives tbrough loq¡er personal taxes¡

Governme¡t can help increase tÌ¡e commitment. to

business $rccess at every level. Anil if the state takes'

less of wbat people e¿rr', that should encourage furthei

¡ood,eratiou in pay dema¡r.ds and'settlements. llike lowerSuggest omit: if sor
tùen wby aot more; also
so¡¡¡ds reflationist.
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inflationr personal -tax cuts 'stimulate dema¡d for

industry's products. Arrd, again like lower inflation, and

unlike policies for bigber Government spending and

borrowing, they improve-the prospect of meeting that

dema¡d successfully. I¡ tbese waysr] Tax suts for people

tbemselves provide a vital stimulus for lasting growth and

jobs.

4. Any ¡eductio¡ in tax rpill to some extent help

overseas suppliers, rpho bave captured a large share of

sone parts of the domestic market. But ma:ry of .the

figures quoted, are greatly exaggerated,, e-d we should not

forget _that couipa¡ies, not just individuals, buy from

overseas. . To tilt_ tax cuts entirely to business is ¡o

solution to qur propensity to buy from abroad,. That has

to be fouud i¡ better competitiveDess.

5. In judglng the right balance to strike in tbis Budget I

have taken'into accor¡¡t the !¡easures f a'rnounced in the

Autum¡ r¡¡hicb will directly belp to reduce tbe growtb ia

business costs. I have also taken iato account the lower

level of tbe exchaage rate. As I said in my Budget Speech

two years ago, excbange rate changes have the effect of

átering the distribution of incomes betrpeen compaaies

a:rd persons. A higher exchange rate boosts personal

spending powerr but it sgueezes the profit" of .o-panies

exposed to internatioaal competition. h my 1981 Budget,

personal i¡come tax thresholds remained unchanged in

order in part to be able to offer some help to companies.
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TÏ¡e same considerations led me to direct over two thirds

of the real tax reductions in my 1982 Budget towa¡ds

industry to help c'sh flow a¡d rebuild profits. In this

Budget, the balance can rightly swing a tittle in tbe

opposite direction.

6. However, because of our success i:¡ controlling

pubtic spendiug, the cboice is less sta¡k now. I am able to

. cåmbine the sigaifica¡t measures of direct tax relief to

industry a^nd enterprisë which I bavejust annoru¡ced rpith a

substantial Eea$rre oldirect tax relief to people.

7. ilhe r the tax a¡d

social security systems give further compelling reasons to

rrove in that directiou. Those wbo claim to'have fornil a

quick, cheap way to put tåem right deceive tbemselves.

Tbe so-called, ,-"-ptoy-"ot a¡d poverty 
. 
traps. bav¡

gtowD up because Governme¡ts ior 30 years or Eore have'

increased benefits in li?rs with earnings Ui¡t raise¿' rq4q
personal tax thresbolds only in line with prices. .In *+8Ü

tbe tax ma¡ried E¡n ri*rll¡ElË!Ðr was
3

set average is nov¡ hardly Dore tha¡r a

tbíd of average earaings.tn.la-lq rtn'tr"t/. 
"t ^incr¡rr.el

.d

security budget¡

[40] benefits.

to úmit the rising burden of the social
ttÁsbe¡¡r'

means-testing¡næ)applied to sot¡e
:,
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8. The result is that eople

t

t^ are }ittle or no better off in work than they are on social

"."rt *orffio"t,
increase in earnings results in very little or Do increase i¡

tbeir spending power.

nr¡l¡r¡' :-- ¡tir¡¡ æt lhc Srsw Þb-at=-tåætlæL
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9. ' Wbat bas ocsu¡ted over 30 years cannot be put rigbt

in one Bud,get or oDe Pa¡lia'neat. These problems have

¡ot arisen, Eoreovet, because Governmeni speods too

littler: but -bécar¡së: if tas spenf - d -taxedi too much.

Iligber public speniling is not âñ altswer because it leads

sooner or later to higher taxatíon. Tl¡e substa¡tial

iacrease rrhicih tr bave' proposed in Chitd t rpill '

improve work ince¡tives for the low paid. But
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BIÆCK T: CONCLUSION

l. At the start of ruy speecb I referred to the

objectives this'Goverament adopted in 1979. Tbese

remai¡¡ This cou¡try had great need of continuity and

consístency of policry. It is a lack of continuiþ a¡d

consistency in tbe past which bas cont¡ibuted so

substantíally to our economíc problems and tbe preseut

tragic level of unemployment.

2. Only by maint"íoi¡g sou¡d policies cân we assute

the recovery on a sustainable basis. Such policíes are

consistent' r¡¡ith real reductio¡s in taxatiou, as f bave

shown today and in my Budget lasi year. Indeed such

reductious stem f¡ou such policies; without sucb policiés

tbey wôuld ¡ot be possible¡ or sustainable.

3. 'But policies a¡e only a Eeã'ìs to aq end. It is the

ultimate aim we must keep in view.. And this ultimate

aim must be the restoration of our ¡ational and i¡dividual

prosperity. By s¡sfaini¡g a¡rd carrying forwa¡d the

recovery tbis Bud.get is a fu¡ther step iu that directiou. I

commend ít to tbe bouse.




